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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY
—

Charles L. Robertson *
Promoted To Major

"Aunt" Frances V
Marine Honored On
100th Birthday
;:akunt" Francs Marine was the
honored guest at a party Saturday,
March 9, when friends, neighbors
and relatives gathered ,at the home
of Mrs. Mattie Jones to say "Happy
Birthday" to her on her 100th anniversary.

Robert Perry Is
Named Field Agent
For West Kgntucky

•

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, March 14, 1946

Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
A. L. Bazzell, Mr. ..and Mrs. T. H.
Cochran and daughter Betty Jo,
Mr. and Mrs. Don Hill, Mrs. Margaret Riley. Miss Attie Lamb, DAS
Lamb. Georgs Marine, Maude and
Harmon Marine, Mrs. Ethel Darnell, Mr. and Mrs. Alton Garland,
Mrs. Effie Garland and Olen. Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Black.
Afternoon 'callers included Mrs.
fail Adams, Carlene Lamb, Mr.
and Mrs. Will Marine and granddaughter Mavis Janet Rollins of
Kennett, Mu.
All enjoyed the day and wished
"Aunt" Frances more happy birthdays. .

The Bank of Murray will entertain the West Kentucky Pure Bred
Cattle Association in the next
meeting that is set for April 1 in
Murray. according to George Hart,
executive vice president uf the
bank. This will be a dinner meeeing.
This is an organization of men
who ore inte rested in the promotion of purebred cattle and has a
. membership of approximately 150.
Mr. Hart, Paul Gholson, and Clifford Smith attended a meeting of
the Association in Mayfield Tuesday night when about 75 members
gathered in, a dinner program.
Robert Perry. son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. Perry. was elected field
organizarepresentative for the
tion and will assume his job at an
• • early date. Mr. Perry, a graduate
of the University of Kentucky. and
a former student of Murray State
College, has been employed with
personnel office at Camp
the
Breckinridge.

THIRTY-FOUR YEARS OLD

GIRL SCOUT PLANS
LAUNCHED AT THE
KICK-OFF DINNER

Vol. XVI; No. 11

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DATE

Red Cross Drive Lags In
Effort To Raise $7,762

Drive For $3,000
Fund To Build v/
Cabin Coming
_ —

Fenton Urges Workers To Finish
Solicitations and Report Efforts
*

The first Girl Scout drive "kickofr dinner ever ti•Id in Murray
took place Friday evening, March
8, at 6:30 at the Woman's Clubhouse. The purpose of the drive is
to raise $3,600 to 'build and equip
a Girl Scout cabin in the city park..
The dinner was held at this time
as March 12 was the 34th 'birthday
of Scouting. The drive will begin
March -19.
They may not look it but these Brownie Scouts are celebrating
Mrs. Garnett Jones, president of
a thirty-fourth birthday. It's the anniversary of Girl Scouting, of
The War Department has ancourse, which was founded in the United States on March 1?, 1912.
the Murray Woman's Club, prenounced the praimotion of Captain
aided
Round singing was led by
Charles L. Robertson, son Of Mr.
Miss
Marjorie Palmquist, after
and Mrs. Luther Robertson, Murray,
e-hich a program was presented by
to the grade of Major, effective
ale Brownies and Intermediates.
March 1946.
'skit, directed by Miss Charlotte
Major Robertson will revert to
3wen, was given by members of
inactive status at the completion
Cripple thlidren's clinic will
the woman's' club showing how to
of his terminal leave April 11,
be held on Wednesday, March
sell the Scout cabin program to
1946.
ZS, at the Broadway Methodist
business men. Max B. Hurt, exHe was inducted from Calloway
Church in Paducah
Forty-six Boy Scouts were preecutive secretary of the Chamber
County October 8. 1941, and reMaurice F. Seay. director of the of
Any crippled child in the
sented awards at District Court of
Commerce, spoke in behalf of
ceived his basic training at Camp Bureau of School Service. Univercounty may be taken to the
Honor held in the little chapel of
the Scouts. and Mrs. H. C. Corn,
Wheeler. He was commissioned a sity
Kentucky, Lexington
clinic, and may feel free Ur call
of
Murray
State College Tuesday
chairman of the drive made ansecond lieutenant upon .,graduation told the students and faculty of
on the county health departnight. Troop 90. with tseo Gunnouncements.
from the Army Air Forces Officer Murray State College in a chapel
ment, or go to clinic by themter, Scoutmaster, was host to the
Miss. M. Uraula Little, member
selves, was the statement isCandidate School, Miami Beach, address "West Kentucky is on the of the field
quarterly occasion.
staff of 'National Girl
Boggess
sued this week by Dr. J. A.
Fla , October 28, 1942. Since that move and the move is upward."
With Court Scribe Everett Jones
Scouts, spoke on the opportunities
Outland.
date he nas served in the Military
Speaking on the subject "Char- of Scouting.
instructing Scout William Parker
Personnel Section ofathe AAF Ma- acteristics of the
Community
to sound assembly, members of the
Women and Men Work
-aerial Command and the Air Tech. School," Sear outlined ten points:
Mrs. George Hart recognized the Mrs. Treva Sykes in Hospital court' took their places, followed
Mrs. Willie Johnson Boggess,
nical
Service
Command,
Wright
by Color Bearer Ralph Morris and
The community resources and advisory council of business men
wife of the late Nathan Boggess,
Mrs. Treva Sykes has been in the Scouts 'ofthe various troops in
problems are known and the in- who were present as follows: Luage 66 died at the Houston-Mc- Field. Dayton, Ohio.
Major Robertson and his family formation is used. The teacher is a thet Robertson, Max Hurt, George Eastlawn Sanitarium. Nurthville, Happy Valley District.
Devitt Clinic at 10:201larn. March 9
The Scouts gave the Pledge of
of complications. She had been will continue to reside in Dayton. member of the community. The Hart, Harry Fenton, Harry Sledd. Mich., for the past• year where she
ill for nine months, suffering from He is a graduate of Murray State school program is flexible. Instruc- Gingles Wallis. Bryan Toiley, and „is receiving treatment. This week Allegiance ta the Flag, led by Joe
Injuries she received from a fall. College. and before his induction tional materials related to commu- H. C. Corn. Other men on the she is thinking of her little daugh- Miller. The invocation was 'given
in
the Murray nity needs are prepared and used. council whd were not at the dinner 'ter, Judy Lee Sykes. who is having by Scouter Carmon Graham.
Mrs. Beggess was born near Hop- was employed
Scouter A. B. Austin, district adThe school program is coordinated are: A. G. Gibson, Marvin Wrath- a birthday March 6 when she will
kinsville May 14. 1878. She with Wholesale Grocery.
with those of other agencies. The era Gruver James, T. Sledd, Thom- be., three years old. The little vancement chairman ,introduced
her parents'? Mr. and Mrs. William
with
her scoutmasters present and recogJohnson, came to Calloway when Tobacco Market Closes
results of community education are as Banks
T. Waldrap and Bill daughter is residing
grandparents, Mr. and. Mrs. Carl nized participating troops.
evident in the school's immediate Swann.
she was 14 years of age_ Since Officially Friday
With Scouter Austin presiding.
The six depaitments of the worn- Hopkins, Farmington, while 'her
then she has resiped in this counenvironment. The teachers and puThe tobacso market will close for pils are interested in the program. ant club have appointed teams mother is ill. a Pvt. John Sykes. the various awards were made as
ty.
She was a member of the Spring the season with Friday's. March 15, The adults of the community are a with six workers in each group to little Judy Lee's daddy. and the son follows:
Tenderfoot Scouts receivingoiheir
Creek Church for several years be- sales, according to Cecil Thurmond, part of the program. Teachers' solicit funds. Captains and their f Cordival Sykes of this county,
tabby-ea official. The Murray mar- loads are determined by wan
Zugatut . JiULfore. becomaig a menabor
Aapas'tmenta are Mrs.'Ginnie* Weijust tetuirried from overseas badges---Troop
keen. Tommie Hale. Victor Jones,
Ciintinued on Page 3i
. Flint church. She was faithful to ket has been exceptionally good Mg the total program. The reladuty.
Rob Parker, Pat Shackelford, John
her church until ill health prevent- this year with high prices paid and tionship between teachers, adminisgood tobacco off, red.
• McIvor, Jack Mayfield; Troop 66,
ed her attendance.
trators, and pupils illustrates a
Hardin, Homer Lassiter. scoutmasShe was married to James NaThe totals for the season as re- "do" type of democracy and not a
ter: Joe Boyd Mimms, James T.
than Boggess Aped I. 1894 and to ported Wednesday, are 6.396.160 "talk" type.
White: Murray Troop 45: Gene
this union were born seven chil- pounds for $1,887. 98.89 at an avern survive: age price of $29.51
Wells. Dickey Williams, Max HorThiate
dren.
HOME CANNING SUGAR
ace Churchill, Bobby Cole, Jerry
Mrs. Lelia Holloway who lived
ISSUE BY STAMP THIS YEA
Carson, Kenneth Smith, James
with her mother, Mrs. Ellis Dick,
NO SUPPLEMENT THIS
Mason Churchill, Albert Johnson,
Concord. and a son, Edgar Boggess
Spare Stamp No. 9 in Ration
WEEK
The most p,averful admonition t,,
A House adopted and Senate Thomas Hopkins, prid Tolley. •
•
ti Murray. There are 14 grandBook Four or in the single-sheet
passed bill to increase benefits
Second
receiving
Candidates
children and several nieces and
There is no supplement this
sugar ration book, became good the United States was voiced by
under the Workmen's Compensa- Class badges: Troop 90: John C.
nephews.
Sen.
Connally
1D.-Texasa
Tuesday
canning
being
done
pounds
of
week, but %ark Is
March 11, for 5
tion Act was sent to Governor Steele, Hilly Jackson, Jack MayShe was .1 lovely character and
sugar. The stamp will be good when he made a speech on the
in preparation for number five
Simeon Willis Tuesday for his sig- field; Troop 66: Darwin Lee, Tomnumbered her friends by 'her acthrough October 31, 1946. Geo. H. Senate floor and contended that
ee hich Y. ill be included 41 ith
nature. The act was agreed to by my Lassiter, Charles Skaggs, Joe
quaintance.
Goodman. Kentucky OPA District.
the Lcdger & Times at an early
even though there were disturbing both labor and management ac- Hart Wilson; Troop 45: Bill FerguFuneral services were conducted
Direct tar. Said today
date.
at the Churchill Funeral Home
influences today, mutual under- cording to Rep. Morris Weintraub, son. William Parker. Buddy Val•
and
labor entine, Gene Wells, Gene Hendon.
Newport Democrat
Sunday' afternoon with the Rev.
standing would solve the difficulleader.
Burial
(Continued on Page 3i
Loyd Wilson in charge.
ties.
He suggested that there
was in Bethel cemetery.
should be frequent meetings be-a The essence of the bill is that
limitations on B. D. Nesbet Will Be
tween the Big Three or Big Five. Most restrictions and
bill have been In Murray March 19
If need be he said, the language the 'benefits' of this
could be clear and plain or even lifted or broadened.
B. D. Nesbet as ill be in Murray
The act will make ingreases
blunt.
March 19, for the purpose of aiding
Connally earlad the first
and assi•ting your service set-up
Mrs. Charlie Willianti, 73, died at
Maximum $15 a week payments
assembly of the United Nations "an
in caring for the veterans and their
her home on Murray Route 6
to dependents in event of death
unqualified success." but said that
dependents. Ile will be in the diMarch 8 after an illness of several
maximum of 400 weeks of
this organization could not auto- with a
rectors room of the Peoples Savbenefits. k6,000. The present !reale
wee ks.
matically win peace. The upper
ings Bank.
Mrs, Williams- was well known
is $12 a week, maximum $4.800
.
gallery of the Senate was filled to
The increased
maximums also
In this .county and had a host of
Capacity with little standing room
friends.
would apply to partial dependents.
left. Members on the floor gave
She. is survived by herihusband;
In event of total disability, top
Sen. Connally a standing ovatfon.
rates would be $18 a week for 10
three daughters, Mrs. W. M. Pucdiplomats years. or $9,000 aggregate instead
Meanwhile, Russian
kett. Paducah; Mrs. Melvin Laurhanded the U. S._ State Department of $15 a week or $7,500. The new
Euel Jones, Murray
ence. and M
a note alleging that a message rate also would apply in cases
Waite 6, and four sons, Equal.
Barry Bingham, president of the
Washington sent aq Bulgaria this where permanent disability results
Elisha. Alfred. Murray, and EtaCourier-Journal and the Louisville
Bulgarian
opposition
urged
week
from partial impairment.
worth, of Hazel. She has one
Times, will deliver the address for
leaders to seek "disruption" of the
brother, Henry WilloUghby. MurFor temporary partial disability, the 23rd annual commencement
Ruswhich
Moscow agreement by
ceiling for'. -Workers would be $15 exercise at Murray State College
ray. and 17 grandchildren. and
.United
sia. Great Britain and attic
three great grandchildren
a week for 420 weeks or $5,000.
Ralph
States agreed to seek broader rep- The present limits are 333 weeks Monday night, May 27. Dr.
She was a member of the PopH Wands, president, announced.
of
the
in
governments
resentation
funeral
lar Springs church. The
, Farley Balkan States. This note, it is and $4,000.
Dr. John L. Hill, editor of BroadPictu ed abase are Lubie F. Thurmond and iright) OW)
was held at Elm GrOve, at 2
Time Limit Unchanged
Press and religious speaker,
man
by
Mr.
Farley.
invented
double
row
corn
planter
new
Moscow
a
declares
that
the
Ong
said,
demo'
o'clock Sunday afternoon with the
FM- lesser injuries, such as the Nashville, Tenn.. will deliver the
last
December,
agreement,
made
loss of a hand foot, or any of
Rev. Loyd Wilson and the Rev.
Otley Farley. resident .of Murray, the sworcLat any depth desired
provided for inclusion in' the Bul- their parts,;the top payment would baccalaureate sermon Sunday afW. D. Cie in charge. Burial was living on ths Murray-Benton road, and is also a labor-saving ienplecabinet of two leaders be $15 a week instead of $5. The ternoon, May 26. The date of the
in the Outland cemetery
ment. alt. acts as a marker'there- -garian
commencement address has been
has perfect and patented an atrepresentative" of the
"genuinely
paytnentS
time
limit on which
saving extra work_ It is made
tachment for a single and double by
changed from the customary Thursthe
United
and
charged
opposition
in front where the
could be drawn for various inrow tairn planter of the sword to fit the sword
day to Monday. Dr. Woods excondiraising
"new
with
States
juries was not changed.
corn drops and is held in aposition
type, which is creating a lot of
plained, so that parents and,friends
repreOpposition
that
the
tions"
Fot 'permanent partial disability,
set screws and a U bolt clamp
interest among farmers of Callo- by
sentatives should be appointed on laboregrs could draw a maximum visiting the graduates may be able
top of the sword,
over
the
way County.
"mutually acceptable conditions". of $5,040 at $12 a week for 420 to attend both the baccalaureate
Mrs. Rebecca Emma Paschall. 70,
The attachment can also be used
Thurmond.
also
of
F.
IttOrra1.
Officials report concern, owsr_the weeks: lithe current limit is 335 and graduation-. programs.
Crinnenry
died at MI'-h-Tiow
advantageostflY iide es-engine toSince the college was founded in
associated with Farley in the
is
developments in which Rus- weeks and $4,000.
latest
tobacco
ty. Tenn., March .11.
and laying off
there have been 2.040 degrees
1923,
manufacture and distribu- bacco
patent.
said
to
be
troops
are
sian
combat
There were other changes that
She was a member of the North
ground, or for second fertilizing of
granted
to graduates of the institudevice.
the
tion
of
Iran
Iran.
Both
moving
toward
defined "full time" employment
Fork Church. Surviving her are
crops.
Irate are rich in oil with Iran as meaning five days a week; per- tion.
several hundred
and
hashad
They
MurOrr,
Eria
Mrs.
daughters,
Thurmoa.
five
Messrs. Farley and
implements made by the were fortunate in getting the steel being the world's fourth largest mits an injured worker to visit
ray: Mrs. Lonia Nance. Union City. of the
Memphis.
prodace.e. So far no explanation a physician for treatment and
Works
of
trap
Vulcan
for making the devices, they have
Tenn.; Mrs. Ruby Young. Savanah,
Many local .planters. who on hand, before the steel shortage can be given for this drastic move permits the workmen's board to
Tenn
Tenn .; Mrs. Naomi Orr, Hazel; and
of the Russians.
have watched the experiments and became acute.
appoint a physician to make an
Mfs, Pauline Boyd. Puryear, Tenn.:
development of the devise carried
examination in any case where
test
of
the
presage
a
This
may
Hazel;
-Paschall.
enough
on
have
brotlerTisfer
they
They
think
ci
Although regular commehcement
on by Farley for The past five hand to supply the local farmers United Nations Organization power. compensation claims 'exceed $200.
a half ma er. Mrs. Ethel Paschall,
new
here
the
Piachasing
will not be held
exercises
are
years,
Aided
Employment
Pasdebefore they attempt to sell the
Florida; a brother. Robert
planter.
Several bills to increase privi- until late in May, five students
vice nationally and make definite
chall, Hazel, and a half brother,
be
Over the past five years Farley manufacturing and sales plans.
leges to workers covered by the have applied for degrees to
Paschall. Florida. and ten
ACa
has made several models and he
act have received legislative con- granted by Murray State College
Mr. Farley or Mr. Thurmond will
grandchildren.
sideration. One-of the larger bills, at thg end of the pre-sent quarter,
'Funeral services were conducted and his neighbors have tried them demonstrate the implement to
which
experiences
field
cresting
a fund for payipent of March 16.
in
the
out
.familiar
with
afternoon
any
one
is
not
Tuesday
(hit
at Oak Grove
They are Ruth Prince Coleman.
Dr. Ralph Woods, president of benefits to workers injured a ?teewith the Rev. Henry F. Paschall in enabled the perfection of the man- its operation and advantages—they
ufactured -article on which a pat- also invite Suggestions from Callo- Murray State college, spoke at odd time, now. is before, the Gover- 'Pryorsburg; Bertha Jane Janes.
charge.
King. Bar-lit is pending..
way comity 'farmers on operation Mayfield high school at 10 am. ner. Its supporters say it would Murraje Dorothy Mae
Pallbearers were Oman Paschall. %e
low; Nan Elizabeth Ligon, MadiThe device. is a great improve- or changes in the make, if atty, Wednesday. when 10 Mayfield stu- rendre it •easier for physiciallyRudolph Key. Elms Paschall, Virgil
persons to obtain 'am- sonville; and Caal Garrett, BrookPaSchall. -Arlin Paschall. and Ver- ment fot the - sword planter as It and other comments they care to dents were inducted into the Na- bandicaPped
port.,
plernent.
Honor
Society.
tional
-front
ot
in'
make.
seed
bed
.the
prepares
non Hue PaschalL

Clinic for Crippled 46 Boy Scouts Are
Children March 20
Awarded Honor
•

Dr. M. F. Seay
Speaks at Murray

At Meeting I* e

Mrs. Willie
Claimed By Death V

iter

Sen. Connally Suggests Big Three
Meeting; Assembly Approves Bill
To Increase Injury Benefits

Otley Farley Invents Farm Implement

Mrs. Chas. Williams
Died March

Barry Bingham, Dr.
John L. Hill to Speak
To Murray Grads

Noah A. Paschall
Dies In Clinic
Noah A. Paschall, 70; died at the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic March 7
after a two months illness. He was
a well known resident of-the west
side of the county.
Survivors are his ware. Mrs. Hattie Paschall, Route 2; daughters,
Mrs. Lillian Copeiand, Paducah,
- Mrs. Goldie Carr, Akron, 0., Miss
Gertie Paschall, Mairray, Route 2,
Mrs. Asilee Vaughn. Detroit; sons,
Wildy, Marvin, Hafforef.- Clifton,
C. F., and Ralph Paschall, all of
Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Earl
Miller, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Jewel
Hackett, Murray; three brothers,
Pitman, Leonard, and Paul of the
county. and nine grandchildren.
Funeral services were held in
Sinking 'Springs Friday, March 8,
with the Eld. Paul Poyner and the
Heifer-end Wade 'in charge. Burial
was in the church cemetery.
Pallbearers were A. H. Summers,
Paul Galloway. Vorris Galloway,
J. 0. Jones, George Rhea. and Raymond Matheney.

Walter „Scarbrough
Dies March'8th
V
Walter Scarbrough, 67. who
March 8, was buried in the
cemetery March 9. Funeral
vices
were conducted
in
Churchill Funeral Home with
Harold Watson in charge.

IMM

e-•

•

Mr_ Davis is well known here,
having been In charge of the relocation and construction of railroads and highways and roads in
the Kentucky Lake Reservoir of tlia
TVA and has lived here for seei
eral year's
He came here from
Guntersville, Ala.
He is a member of the Lions
Pallbearers "were Vernon Moody. Club, is a native Kentuckian. havGordon Moody, Brooks Moody, Lee ing been born in Ashland, and is a
Scarbrough, Quinton
Bailey, and graduate of University of Kent's=
Everett Oliver.
tricky.
- Mr. and Mrs. Davis and little s9n,,
W. B., own their home on Syca:
more street.

Carroll Funeral
Held In Calloway

Funeral rites for Joe Patton
Carroll, 54, who died March 8. were
held Saturday afternoon
at 3
o'clock at
the Sinking Springs
Baptist church. Calloway county,
with the Rev. Lloyd Wilson officiating. Burial was in the church
cemetery.
Mr Carroll was a member of the
Sinking Springs churchly He lived
on Almo Route 2.
Survivors include a daughter,
Mrs.'Troy Butler; two sons. Joe
and "dames R. Carroll, and three
brothers, Jim. Toni and 'Arwin
Carroll.

Minister of The
Church of Christ

MAX HURT'S CAR" FOUND

The minister of the local Church
of Christ, Charles C Lancaster,
who was recently called to succeed
Bro
Harold
Watson.
is
filling his appointments at the
church. He and his family will
reside on Sycamore Street.
Bro. Lancaster came to Murray
from Monroe, La where he was
minister of the church and evangelist:

_
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Carl' B. Kingina field supervisor
of the Emergency Crop and Feed
Loan Division of the Farm Credit
Administration for Calloway coon-ty, announces that loans are available for eligible farmers who are
unable to secure credit from banks.
PCA, or other local leding agencies on reasonable terms and sufficient to meet their production
needs. These loans are divided
into three distinct classes: crop,
feed, and poultry.
ApplItations for all loans in this
county are being taken by Miss
Frances Whitnell at the Sheriff's
office in Murl-ay. If further 'information or personal interview is
desired, write to Carl B. Kingins,
Field Supervisor, at Box 247. Mirray

WASHINGTON, March 11--The
government is rushing final louches
oh a new order designed to slash
commercial and industrial construction so more homes can be
built.
The measure. in preparation sev441111 weeks-and scheduled fur ennouncement soon, will be "drastic
and far-reaching." according to officials who have seen a preliminary
draft.

•

FADED

Crop, Feed, And
Poultry Loans
For Farmers

Commercial [Wilding
May Be Cut

_teixitoo•v-Ar72*--- axeze•••-4, —77-7`

*cgiolir

W. :J.

ray; a son, John Scarbrough. Hopkinsville, Route I: sisters, Mrs.
Annie Bell Oliver. Mrs. E. G.
Moody, Mrs. Grover Hodge, Buchanan, Tenn., Miss -,Shellie Scarbrough, New Concord; brothers.
Charlie Scarbrough. Paris, Tenn.,
Dee Scarbrough, New Concord. and
live grandchildren,

5 Murray Students
Ask For Degrees

Dr. Ralph Woods
Speaks at Mayfield

W. B. Davis Buys Inter
In Munciay Equipme
o.

died
Davis purchased one-half
City
ser- interest in 'he Monday Equipment
the and Auto Parts March I. and beEld. gan his duties there on that date.
Ray T. Monday, owner of the other
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Win- part of the business, has been openie Scarbrough. Murray Route 1: rating the firm for several years,
daughters. - Lorence
Scarbrough, and has recently added a modern
Route 1. Mrs. Ernest Madrey, Mrs. building to the location and has fpCosta Like KirkseY, Mrs. Hugh Al- :Jailed a complete line of. equipexander, Mrs James Grogan. Mur- ment.

Mrs. Rebecca Pasch4l
Dies In Henry Coun

••••••

Of the $7.762.00 Calloway 'County
Red Cross quota for 1946, only
$1,832.90 have been reported, according to Harry J. Fenton. chairman. Additional funds are in the
hands of Red Cross workers who
are busy on their assignments, Mr.
Fenton stated, and he urged them
to finish ai,heir soliciting and report
the efforts af their work this week.
In commenting on the fact that
there remained $5,929.10 to be collected in the county, Mr. Fenton
made this comment:
"Our Red Cross contribution, this
year should be a special act of
thanksgiving. We now have peace
once more, the enemies' guns are
silenced. How different from the
conditions that prevailed a year
ago when our fighting men were
engaged in bloody battle on- Iwo
Jima, the battlefields of Europe,
the Philippines. India and China.
• "We were then fearful, anxious
and 'wozried'about our sons, daughter's, husbands and brothers. We
prayed'fortheir safety. Today we
have many of these boys back with
us and more are returning daily.
Yes, we truly do have cause to be
thankful, so let's not let the Red
Cross down. For the Red Cross
war is never over."

r1,5-s

Max Hurt's cas/ was taken by
someone, it is reported. while it
was parked en the street in Union
City, Tenn. three weeks ago. Tuesday of this week the car was found
7'
parked in Madisonville.
--- •
A HOUSE AND EVERYTHING
TO GO WITH IT'. .
0.
In • the classified column this
week there may be found houses
advertiFed and practically everyRead and
thing to equip them
see

r

•
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,••••••••••••-
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THE LEDGER &

PACE TWO

COLLEGE DRAMA
DRAWS GOOD
CROWD

Schools Will Compete In
Speech, Music Mar. 22-23

Mad Pianist Is Believed
Helped By Performances
—
March 7—Coleman Arnett
DETROIT, March 11—Maestro
March 8-_Carl Christehberry
"X." 'Wayne County General HoeMarch 11—Mrs. Tennie McGee
pitalai pianist who performed last
Amid a hectfc scene of confuseeD Mare+ 12—Louise Lamb
WILLIAMall1-110:Va . Marsai
night over e national radio hook—Winston Churchill ...end General I and commotion. Churchill settled March 13--Raleigh Mt-loan
up. today was believed a little furDwight Eisenhower narrowly es- his hat a bit firmer on his head March 14._Vine and Clotile Pool
ther on the road back to mental
long
deep
puff
on
his
ated_toole
-a
caped injhry. today _when tire
March IC—Ciente Black Mrs. HenThe Alpha Psi Omega, national
health.
The annual speech and music
frightened white horsee harnessed black . ciger. Eisenhower reached
ry Black, Miss. Guche Sykes. Litdramatics fraternity, and members contests for high school students in
psychiatrist
at
Ira
Altshulera
Dr.
to an aiicient open coach in .which over to .grasp his elbow. Part of
tle Gaudy -Lee Sykes. Mrs. Roy
the hospital ,anneunced he was of the Sock and Buskin- Club of Western Kentucky will be held at
they were seated bucked . and the harness snapped.
Farmer
"encouraged" by the rendition of Murray State College. presented Murray State College on March 22
plunged :.1171 threatened to run I But 'perhaps the calmest woman March li—Mrs A. L. Bazzell
the Cadenza from Morale's Con- the play, "A .Bill of Divorcement," and 23, Prof. M. 0. Wrather,
away.
in the crow I was Mrs. Churchill. March 18 P L. Humphries, W. F.
certo in D Mawr given by his to a large crowd March .7 in the chairman of the contest committee,
Work will begin on Murray
Hargrove
The peteetialai grave_ accident I As one member of her party procharge, 45-year-old musician; once college auditorium. .--The general announced.
forced cance/letion of a scheduled tested "Grachius, to think that they -March 19 _ Frank Hargrove, Mrs. State's basebell . diamond as soon said to have been well-known, who expression of those who saw the
Debates will be held on Frias the Vet houses are completed, was committed to the hospitaluetar- play was "It was one of the best
Clovis Bazzell
horse-drawn tour of this aged co- had to come through the" war to
day, March 22, All entrants will
Coach Carliele. cutchin said today. ly ten years ago. -- •
lonial capital _of .ald Virginia. sand face this." she turned to say gulf-tie--'college productions I ever sloe'
meet in the little -chapel at 0:30 on
Coach Cutchin started workouts
gave the spansors of the Churchill- of the coachman:
recent
events
have
done
a
The play was directed by Joseph this day. All other speech conThree
with
his
'men
batter
Monday afterEisenliower trip here a severe case
"He's a good driver. They'll be
noon, March 4. Workouts for the lot toward . eringing "Maestro X" W. Cohron, head of the dramatics tests including declamation, reedof grade:A jitters.
all right."
folentire squad will begin Monday, out of his mental illness, according department. and included the
Outside the rebuilt. picturesque
As hundreds of excited persons
to the doctor, who .describes the lowing popular college stare:
March 11.
and 'beautiful- -palace" remodelled milled around the coach. officials
of negativism,"
Elaine Mitchell, Martha Lasater,
Athletic Director Roy Stewart malady as -"a form
after the home of his majesty's coeeof Colonial Dilliamsburg. Inc, held
Two weeas ago he- played for a Joe Fitch, William Huie, Charles
announced
the
following
games
govt-:nor
the
Ionia
72-year-old a hurried consultation and changed
in
music
teachers
convention ef
Jones, Charles
Henson,
Jane
have been booked:
wartime prime minister and the their plans.
In observance of Girl Scout
that Stamps. George Everett, and BarDetroit, receiving accliten
United States Army chief of staff I Out of the carriage climbed Week. Troop I. under the direction Apr. 18—Eastern Ill. State College
even Included the word "genius." bara Harris. Each one of these
(here)
climbed aboard the flimsy, horse- Churchill and Eisenhower and of Mrs. Tom Rowlett. leader. preSettlement of long - standing
Last week he attended a concert characters
played
outstanding
drawn coach.
1 sibwr. the strietrthey trudged. A sented agit irteresting and instruc- April 23—Bradley Tech there)
of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, parts. Each voice is reported to strikes against General Motors and.
Photographers flash-bulbs startl-isweating. worried Scotland Yard tive proram Monday morning at April 27—Tennessee Tech (tentaand for a time left off the low mut- have been heard distinctly, and General Electric was announced
tive) there)
ed the horses drawing the coach.' inspector. Chuitchills bodyguard, Murray High School.
yesterday, opening the way for the
tering that has been a constant each individual played well.
May 4--Eastern (here)
AS ethe tiorses reared, •women mustered a handful of stock Virreturn of 275.000 workers to the
part of his illness, the doctor said.
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screamed
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There were others who had a task of recanversion thus ending
shouted. Negro 'coachmen, in an- they walked and thus protect them Scouts gave their pledge and sang May 11--University of Kentucky
contribution to the well finished the 113-day old General Motors
"America 'The Beautiful." The
at Lexington
cient trappings. seruggled t
rom
being overrun. Churchill
production. They were: Maurita strike, which cost an estimated
Brownies said their pledge and also May 18---Weetern (tentative) at
the faighten-id animals
blithely swung his cane.
Morris, student director; Thomas $1,000,000,000 in lost wages, sales
sang a scout song.
—
Bowling Green
Earl Martin. deigning; Jackson and commissiohs and cut the autoMrs. Rowlett •turned the program May 25—Western etentative)(herel
Wolfe. technician; ,George Cash. motive induiery's production schedover to Troop 1 with Miss Letitia
Coach Cutehin's squad includes:
electrician; Jacqueline- Robertson, ules to one-sixth of advance estiMaupia presiding. In ti brief but
Bud Dubia, Lubie Veal, Hillman
stage manager; Harold Garland, as- mates.
excellently executed manner Miss
Lyons. Elwood Cissell, Johnny
sistant stare manager; Ina Lee
Maupin gave the history of Girl
RICHMOND, Va., March 8— Smith, stage carpenter; Naomi Lee
•
Reagan. Paul Hall. Johnny UnderScouts and clearly defined the funccautioned
toWinston
Churchill
PAULEY'S NAME ,WITHDRAWN
*pod. John Padgett: Charles KeeWhitnell.
property
manager;
Donna
A World Day of Prayer ptotions of the organization.
ton. Harry Myers. Virgil Adams, day that peace cannot be preserved Rubles, Frances Williams, sound BY PRESIDENT TRUMAN
gram. With "four churches partici- • WASHINGTON. March 11—For- The Girl Scout Promise was given
Charles Holland, Finis Gilbert for by casting aside "the panoply .of technicians; Eris
mer
Secretary
of
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Harold
Lichtenberger,
pating. was presented at the First
iii unison. , The 10 laws were exthe infield. He has Carl Foster. war:like strength."
mistress of the wardrobe; Helen
WASHINGTON. March 13—PresPresbyterian Church Friday after- L. Ickes- today einveileci plans to plained by Jean Corn. Susie King.
He appealed anew for a "union
Allen Pfeiffer. Marvin Hodges. Z.
Gordon, make-up chairman; Mar- ident Truman withdrew Edwin W.
noon. Tarch '8, at 1:30. Mrs. B F. help mobilize 10.000.000 iudepend- Charlotte Roberts, Betty Thurman.
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hearts"
among
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C.
Carol
Grammer,
Pat
tha Strayho.n, publicity: Bill Wil- Pauley's nomination for under-seea
Stherffius was chairman' of the ent voters with a committee of Joyce Russell. Jackie Wear. Betty
speaking people based upon conprogram, the theme of which was- White and Negro. artists. scientists June West, Norma Jean Farris, Hardeman, and "Rip" Wheeler for viction and Common ideals, and son, business manager, Peggy Hol- retary of the Navy today with a
pitchers. In the outfield he has
land. house manager; and Dorothy final vigorous defense of. Pauley's
"Things That Make For Our arid professional people
Janice Blalock. and Gladys McPaul Willoughby. W. H. Ewers, cried out:
He said he had beeome exert;
Rowlett, production photographer. "integrity and ability."
Peace" Mrs, F. D• Mellen welinaey.
Dale Riggins. Tommy Walker, "We should stand together. We
comed the group in behalf of the chairman of the Independent Citi-The Girl Scent matte and slogan
should stand together in malice to
Allen,
George
Everette.
R.
B.
Joe
zemea_Committee Of the Arts Sci- were`eicplained and was followed
church.
.
McClain,
- • Ralph McCaain, Torn _none, in greed for nothing, but in
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Toon, Joe Reissell, and Bill Wes- defense' of those causes which we
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.otganizaMrs Irve Joansem, Nire. MAN Hunt,
Charlotte Roberts, internationai
'hold dear -not only for our own
berry.
Mrs. Ernest Stalls and Mrs. James' doe is Arnee Roosevelt. the late Friendship; Jackie .-Weer.- Health
—The College News benefit, but betause we believe
President's
.eldest
son.
They
will
Dorman. eMigrants and Share,
and Safety: Brenda,. Smith. Sports
they mean the honor and the hapCroppere't was discussed by Miss'be active in this year's congress- and Games, Joyce Russell, Nature:
piness of loag generations of men."
MOSCOW. march it— Pravada
Margaret' Campbell Mrs. Gordon ional electioas.
Betty Thurman, Must. and Danc- Dr. Seay Speaks
At a cheering joint session of the in a front page editorial today, deFsy.liomerimking,
Jean
Sanders' topic was Christian. Litering:
Jenell
Ickes did 'not threaten a third
Virginia jegislature, Churchill re- nounced former British Prime
At A. A. U. W.
ature. and -Mrs. William McKinney party But he is an old-time bolt- King. Arts and Crafts; Janice .Blaminded -the lawmakers of Britain's Minister Winston Churchill as an
presented a dikussion, on Indians. er. He. belted the Republican par- loch. Out-of-Doors: Jean Corn, LitDr Maurice F. Seay. director of tenacity in he dark days when she ern' advocate of power politics
Spring football practice will beA talk on Christian Colleges was ty in 1912 to follow Theodoie erature and Draniaties; Betty June the Bureau of School Service. Uni- stood alone against Axis aggreswhiise words urged war against the gin en March 18 for the Murray
given by Miss: Kathleen Gibbs.
Roosevelt. When he left the cabi- West. Community Life,
versity of Kentucky. spoke Tuesday sion, and stressed the potency of
State. foolb ill 'team, according to
. Under the direction Of . Miss Mar- net here atter nearly 13 years AirJackie Wear was presented 'her night to the Murray chapter of the the American arsenal "for the Viiet Union and meant "nothing
else than the liquidation -of the .Coach James Moore.
jorie Palmquist, a grouprof seven s-ice he anaounced he mover had First Class Badge by Mrs. Rowlett. American Association of Universitsteefriendseaf freedom:*
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United • Nations Organization." - 'Frakeities leebool saudeetts had e been a Democrat.
Women and them guests Dr. Seay,
'players in shape, and fundathe
newspaper,
Communist
Party
The
part on tRi 'program with songs . James Roosevelt was a Democrat.
who is the expert on education for Girl Scout Troop 6
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mentals
Churchill's
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breaking
and scripture readings- They were and may still be. But he told a
the Committee for Kentucky. dis- Has Birthday Party
confronting Coach' Moore.
of
March
5.
acMis.e.ouri
speech
Bobby Wade. Donny McGavern.: Philadelphia audience last night
cussed his recently issued report,
"We have a tough schedule this
cused him ef atte.mpting to 'liquiAnn Lowry. Sally Ann Jones. Jan- that the Republivan and Democele- date the Big Three coalition, try-- year." he says, "and the boys must
The Girl Scout Troop
which shows Kentucky near the
ice Doran. Julia Fuqua. and Ardath cratic parties were meanintiless
bottom of the ladder, both in the brated the Girl Scouts 34th birth- UM to impose British-American be ready to do their' best. Every
Boyd.
-day Tuesday night at the home of rule upon the world and slander- , boy in this school is eligible to
nation and in the South.
Mie: Merle Kesler *as-soloist and •
Dr. Seay also described the Sloan Mr. and Mrs. George Hart.
ing the Soviet Union. Chttrchill's come out for this practice and the
Mrs. R. L. Wade pianist. The ofThe indications are that :the Foundation experiment in nutria. Seventeen members of the troop
speech, however, was unsuccess- more who come out the better
fering was, rtceieed by---kliza_E B. reach crop on the college farm non in Kentucky. of which he if and their leader, Mrs. J. J. Dorman,
chances we have for a winning
ful, the editorial said.
Ludwick Ana Mrs. A. J. Russell.
wettable lighter this year as the the directer, as one of the ways
enjoyed a spaghetti supper cooked
The prayer 'oa beriedactioe WAS
,
lhe heavy erlorr1.51 year made a drain a hieb- Kentuckians are attackink SY Mr. and Mrs. Willard Dill, and
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fie-ad by tides Alice Waters.
prettact
.ed budget stalemate by con on the trees.
the problem at improving the edu- then held a court of honor.
The buds are swelling and in an- cational situation. A- .short film,
Awards were made ti the followearring. 11$ to 3, in the bill as
Barkley Says Fight For
passed by the Senate Friday night. other week or ten days the peach "Claadren Must Learn," made in ing:
Subsidies Is Seen
Second class badges were award'PproprialIng 887.875.812 for all trees will be in bloom.' There is Eastern Kentucky as a record of
phases of government, except only the • possibility. 'however, that the real life situations there, concluded ed to Ann Fenton. Freda Nell Jones,
WASHINGTON Mercn 11—Sena- reads and bridges, for the -1946- trees will be ruined if the warm
and Carolyn Melugin. Attendance
the program.
tor Barkley •IanKye :said today the -48 biennium'
weather permits them to bloom too
pins were given to Ann Fenton.
adreinnetreti
will fleet to restore
The bill now gees to Governor early. Four pounds of nitrate am- CLEMENTS AND WATERFIELD Bettie Sue Hutson, Barbara Ashhousiateeches when
1,800 000.000
Simeon Willis The Governor has monia have been applied on each
craft, Betty Cotham. Peggy Turner.
red as- the the ceiestitutional power to .veto tree for the bud growth of spring. LINRED AS GUBERNATORIAL
ingalegisae, •
Nancy Wear, Lochie Fay Hart.
PROSPECTS
Senate
ir. whole ea ViIrt without re- and the pruning is almoste comit
Carolya allelugin. and Janot Smith.
course' by the Legislature. inas- pleted.
Janot Smith received the followSome political observers in KenN
The peach. business will be stim- tuckge are linking the name, of ing badges: land animal finder,
much as the 10 days he is allowed
te consider it elapse after this see- ulated an the future as a few Indi- Howse Speaker Harry Lee Water.' basketry. drawing and painting inana:men are planning -to build a field and Congressman Earle C.1 sect firftler. interior decoration.
T
5 .. t. , • adjourdis March 21 .
/l V
E
The Huila? broke the stalemate canning fictery 'in Murray. This Clements with the 1947 race for book binding, and needelcraft. Mary
N
.,
efier a statement from the chair will be a good outlet for the peach Democratic nomination for gover- Frances Williams received the folT
by 'Speaker Mazy Lee Witerfielifr market, acceseding to officials here. nor.
binding.
lowing badges:. book
_
i
The Emme“ Cievees CO.
—The College News
fhai Sereite leaders delivered- an
koov.'ledge,
world
Neither of the parties concerned housekeepers
D
/
0 -ultimatum- te him eonight saying.
hisve committed themselves on the glass. arnd leather.
• nothing
State Representative To
question, but that, has not slowed
Assist In Filing Kentucky
the talk arourct The Capitol. ,
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Income Tax Returns

Frightened Horses Imperil
Churchill And Eisenhower

(

Nippy Birthday!

CUTCH1N STATES
MURRAY TO START
WORK ON DIAMOND
Pitchers Begin
Drills March 4;
Games Booked

Girl Scouts Give
Program at High/
School Monday sti
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World Day of
Prayer Held
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G.M. and G.E.
Strikes Settled

Churchill Asks
Unity Between
U.S., Britain

_Ickes-To Head
ICCASP Group In
-Political Move
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Pravada Assails
Churchill's Missouri
Speech of March

iTeiiknig,
en g, extemporaneous
radio speaking, and discussions will
s.
be held on Saturday.
The music contests will also be
held on Saturday. These events
include group and solo entries.
Entrants todate in the' contests
are Benton. Butler, Guthrie, Hopkiteseille, Murray High, Murray
Teething, Tilghman, Todd County
High, Trigg County High, and
Lynn Grove.
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All-Opponent Team
Named By Breds
An All-Opponent team as been
selected by the varsity basketball
squad of Murray State College.
The first five selected: George
Mikan, DePaul, center; Fred Lewis,
Eastern, guard; John Oldham,
NATIV, forward; Fred Schaus,
NATTC, guard; Gene Stump, DePaul, forward.
all-oaponent second team:
• The
Ed Kupper, Loutsvilte, forward;
Ace Parker. Louisville. guard; Andy Tunkavich, Marshall. forward;
Chambers Embry, Western, guard;
Goebel Ritter, Eastern, center.
The All-Opponent Coach: Ray.
"Dutch" Meyer, DePaul; Assistant
Coaches, Rome Rankins, Eastern;
Lt. "Swede" Phillips, NATIV.

•

John AtkinSon of Powell county
realized 3,7e0 pounds of tobacco
from one and seven tenth acres of
disease resistant Ky. 41A and Ky.
18 varieties.

Coach Moore Will Start
Spring Drills March 18

ight Peach Crop
Forecast For 1946
On College Farm

House Passes Senate
Version of Budget Bill

Sa

team, which I know the student
body of Mutray College wants"
Principal job of returning velemans will be to get into shapmees
they have been away frairia -the
game for two-or more years. Timing and speed are th ñsain prob.
lems confronting these ex-GI's.
,Coach Moore plans to uee hit
version of the T formation a great
time, The extent (4
part of
this time will be' geverned by the
way the job is handled by thi
players,

the

•

•

•

UNITY ?R
krr

LEGS, ARMS!

WHY GAMBLE?
You are doing it, not only with your own
life, bwyour family's also:
Driving your car with 'those thin, worn
tires, hoping to'heable to get new ones
soon.. Why not have your old tires recapped? _
They will have a good _trade-in value
when voti can buy new tires.

J. 0 CHAMBERS

A concerted effent is being made
the State Department of Revee7 to encourage the filing of Ken, ky income tax returns before
(eel 1.1 after which daa`e returns
I become delinquent thus subtitle the taxpayers to severe pen/n - AdrhIliamato- the Frankfort ofand the-local offices at Louisle. Lexington, Covington. Padue. and Ashland. field representae have aliteept assigned to every
loon! of 'ttie -Mat ,_ for the pur;assisting Masa *ha need
-e
ip in preparing their returns
be in
M L. Whanell
77
irraa on Saturday. March 23. to
-1st those- needing help in the loety and will be located at the
ust House

POTATOES, U. S. No. 1,
39c
10 pounds
FRESH PINEAPPLE,
25c
each
RHUBARB,
29c
pound
FRESH GREENS,
25c
Home grown, 2 lbs.

ATTENTION!
Visit Our Store for Prompt and Cheerful
Service When in Hazel
OUR PRICES ARE RICA 1
35c

AMERICAN ACE COFFEE, pound
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE

15c to 30c

,.

13c and I4c

EARLY JUNE PEAS, No, 2

15c

GREEN BEANS, No, 2

15c and 18c

HOMINY, No. 2 1-2
STOKELEY'S CHOPPED

KRAUT, No. 2 1-2

19c
17c

STOKELEY'S CREAM STYLE CORN, No, 2

16c

SOUR PICKLES (Mixed Qt.)

40c
15c
10c
10c
Sc

LARGE LIMA BEANS, pound

..

•

NORTHERN BEANS, pound
PINTO BEANS-, pound
i
l fIE FILLINGS, different flavors

•

We have our stock in for 1946 And 1947. Buy your WARM
MORNING now while they are-available. There is a possibility
they will he'-higher next year. We fear a shortage again next
year. We advise you to buy NOW! •
•

Purdom Hardware
. . Co.
.
Exclusive Dealers
,
Westinghouse Appliances
Warm Morning Stoves
. Sheilane Gas

FEEDS
Hog Feeds
Chick Starter
Laying Mash
Cow Feeds
Salt
Also Garden Seed, Seed Potatoes, Cabbage
Plants, Onion Sets

BARKS GROCERY AND GENERAL
MERCHANDISE
HAZEL,. KY.

Telephone In
MELVIN BARK.-

,

CELERY, Jumbo Size,
stalk
LETTUCE, large heads
each

1 -lb.
Box
23c

15c
15c
10c
•

42c

JAM,Pure Purple Plum,
1-pound jar

•.

LAVERNE. LIKE BARKS

Pound
FRYERS FULL DRESSED
Pound
LEG OF LAMB CHOICE GRADE
Pound
LAMB CHOPS CHOICE GRADE
Pound
Dressed
FISH FRESH RIVER
VELVEETA
76c
CHEESE
2 Pounds
Pound 29
GR.\DI-;:-A
CHUCK ROAST
Pound
32c
PORK SHOULDER ROAST

1

1
th

ta

ol

PAYING Highest Cash Market for Eggs and Country Hams.

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE

4
•

STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Rudolph Thurnian, Owner
j
:
Telephone 13
Asosincessmssmiellilmg.11111•11M3MMKm111=1=.4111"

•`

ea -ea:ler:ate 'see-ei_

. .
-(te

•

20c

TOMATO CATSUP

STOKELEY'S WHOLE GRAIN CORN, No. 2

Warm Morning Heaters!

Si

VANILLA WAFERS,
6-ounce bag
DATES, California Whole,
8-ounce package

roofdid me*)2,
, -7)

10c to 15c

BREAKFAST CEREALS
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• LOCALS
Mrs. Amos Burks has arrived
home from Asheville, N. C. She
spent t few days with her &ughter and sori•inelaw. Lt. and Mrs.
Louis Starks.
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence Landliam
are being transferred from Kentucky Dam to Fontana Dam. North
Carolina. They resided in Murray
reveal years.
Mrs. John T. King, Cadiz, is rehovering from a severe illness.
Airs.'T. 0. Turner was confined
to her bed last week. She is recovering at .her home en North
Fourth'-street.

Jr., have ieturned to Columbia,
Miss., after a month's visit here
with Mrs. Regan's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Mercer.
Mrs. B. D. Faught and son who
have been visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Elpert A. Lassiter on
South Fifth street, have gone tie
Little Rock, Ark., to make their
home. Mr. Faught is supervisor
of Farm Security with headquarters in Little Ruck.

day. This was a field meeting of
workers in the state of Kentucky.
Mrs. Robert L. Nes'els. Greenerod, Miss., formerly Miss Jean
Willoughby, Paris, Tenn., underWent a major operation Wednesday
at the Mason Hospital.

Service Notes

Lt. Auburn Wells is-Malting his
sister, Mrs. 011ie Barnett and Mr.
Barnett and children. Lt, Wells'
terminal leave will be concluded
Friday and he will revert to inactMrs. Harry Hughes le"
tit tebruary ive status on thet date.
28 to join her husband 411 AnGeorge Hart and Luther Robertchorage, Alaska.
son will attend the Jackson Day
Ira .Morgan, Hazel, was in town Idinner in Louisville March 23.
Allen Rose will begin work at
Tuesday.
,.Mrs. George CarnelL KirkseY. I the Bank of _Murray March .15. He
.
was recently discharged from the
was in Murray Tuesday.
Mr. snd WS. Leserence bick and
Frank Pool continues very ill in army, and has since been employed
Sons, Henry • and Elvis, were in a local hospital.
with Joe Lovett in the office of
town Saturday.
Rudy Hendon. Bud l Edmonds/the Mid-South Chain Store CounRichard Max Dunn, son of Mr. E. L. Johnson, and A. W. Morris I cil,
and Mrs. Grover Dunn, Route 4, are in Louisville in interest of the
Murray, left February 25, 1.0 join Cooperative market here.
the Navy at Camp Peary. Va.
Miss Clarie Fenton was discharge..
Mr. and Mrs. Walsie Lewis of ed from ,.the Clinic Wednesday
Detroit, Mich., have returned to aft:r recovering from an .appen(hi ir farm 'on Route 4.
(Continued from Page D
dectorny.
Mr and Mrs. Kara Scott, Detroit,
Miss Alpha McGough, Detroit. is lis, Music; Mrs. Fred Gingles, Garare visiting Mr. Seett's parents, in Murray visiting friends. She den;
Mrs. C. S. Lowry, Alpha;
Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Williams, and was employed at Packard Motor
son Gene Scott, Route 1, Dexter, Company the past two and one Mrs. Bryan Tell-ley, Home; Mrs.
Graham, Delta;
Miss
and daughters Mrs. Doylo__Sirls. half years. She also visited friends Foreman
Charlotte Owen. Zeta.
Benton.
Marion,
relatives
in
Princeton,
and
Committees Named
Hafford Hay, New Castle, Inds and Golden Pond.
Others who are working on the
came Sunday to visit his mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelley Rhodes of
Mrs. J. .8. Hay who remains ill, and Memphis. Tenn., are here visiting drive, and who were present at the
Meeting are: Members of the Girl
left Monday night.
his father, A. L. Rhodes, and' famMr. and Mrs. Earl Harrison, De- ily. Mr. Rhodes was recently dis- Scout Council -Mrs. J. J. Dorman,
troit, arrived here Monday to visit charged from the army after more Mrs. Noel Melugin, Mrs. W. D.
with her sister, Mrs. Conn Moore than three years service overseas. Lewis, Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Mrs.
A. -B. Austin. Mrs. C. S. Lowry;
and family, and other relatives and
A. L. Wells is in the Mason Hosfriends. They are enroute home pital for an operation. Mr. and Committee trom .Woman's Club_
from a two months vacation in Mrs. Otho Winchester, Detroit, are MrsG. B. Scott; Troop Leaders
Mrs, Tom Rowlett, Mrs. J. .:
Old Mexico, New Mexico, Colorahere to be with Mr. Wells who is Dorman, Mrs. Keith Kelly, Mrs. L.
do, Arizona, and Texas.
Mrs. Winchester's father.
M. Overbey, Miss Talese Whiteside!
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby P. Regan.
Dr. Hal Houston attended a Sou- Garden Department -- Mesdames
thern Surgical Congress in Mem- Gatlin Clopton, Fred Gingles, Carphis last week.
ney Hendon. M. 0. Wrather. 011ie
Mrs. Bill Streuli of Memphis, Brown; Alpha Department—MesTenn., who has recently returned dames C. S. Lowry; Ed Diuguid.
after vacationing in Florida.' is the Jr.. Harry Sledd, Misses Myra Bagguest of her parenis. Mr. and Mrs.- well, Mary Lassiter, Ella Weihing,
Everette Holland of.Poiller „Heights:7 Hazel Tarry; Zetas-- Mesdames
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Perdue and Haron West, John Ed Scott, Tom
iiauglater Risserriarie, and Tom Rowlett, W. C. Elkins. Cecil Farris;
The West rocks
Wear of Paducah attended the First' Music --Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Misses
with action
tournament Lola Clayton Beale. Frances SexRegional basketball
and rhythm!
here last week. Mrs. Perdue was ton, Margaret Graves, Mesdames
the guest of hcr parents. Mr. and Boody Russell. and Waylon RayMrs. Boyd Wear for the two days burn; Home—Mesdames Bryan Tolwhile the others returned for the Icy, G. C. Asheraft. N. P. Hutson,
night sessione
R. K. Kelly, A. L. Rhodes, Noel
H. -H. Turner is in the Clinic for Melugin, 011ie Barnett; Deltas_
treatmi nt for complications that re- Mesdames Foreman Graham. El(11 if
_
_
sulted from measles.
liott Wear, Graves Hehdon, R. H.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ryan are in
hurman. Greves Sledd. and A. B.
New York City for three weeks Austin.
While gone they will visit with
place
decorations and
Table
14
.
1111°
their son, Jcan RS•an, who is in cerds for the dinner were made
COLUMBIA PICTURES
1.
Washington,
officer's training at
by Girl Scouts of Trott. 1. Mrs.
D. C.
James Dorman is president of the
Rev. Hicks Shelton is 'recovering Murray Girl Scout Council.
from a major operation 'in CincinThe drive is being sponsored by
nati. He and his family reside in the Murray Woman's Club as an
Ludlow wh"re he is minister of aid in the growth and establishthe Baptist. church. Rev. and Mrs. Ment of the Girl Scouts of Murray.
'Pt- G. Shelton. parents of Reverend
Shelton, have eethrend from visitTwo of the chiling their son
dren retu'rnel with •thier grandStaffing
parents.
Miss Zipors Morris was carried
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williame are to Houston-McDevitt Clinic Thursresiding on North Twelfth street. day night for an appendectomy.
Dr. Wooclfin Hutson expects 'to4 Her canditien is serious.
Miss Emma Hooper is sieet at the
be in Murray with his family/
about April 15. He is inquiring for home of her sister. Mrs. Jack Key
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hugh Pas
a house to live in.
witli TEX HARDING
Morgan Orr, Route 4, was in chall, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer PasDub TWO, • *wee Law
Murray Wednesday.
chall were in Paris Mohday.
Buford Hurt, T. C. Coll( y, HarMr. and Mrs. Curtis McCuiston
Bob Wills
old Watson: and Charles Ray at- and daughter Mary Ellen, Miss
and His Texas Playboys
tended a Woodmen of the World Francis, . Morris, Mrs. Holice
S•rt•npley by bbrw.•tt Cob...
•
meeting in Bowling Green Mon- Grooms, Mrs. Enloe Tarkington
visited Miss Zipora Morris Monday
night.
Mrs. Sjewart Paechall and Mrs.
Wffma Paschall visited Mrs. Rebecca Plfechall Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Bardon Nance
Mr. and
spent Tuesday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Hafford Cooper.
13illie Nance spent Tuesday night
with Lavern Nance.
Mr. and Mrs. Vergie Paschall
spette_Tuesci ly with Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer PaschalL
Mrs. Rudelph Key spent Mon,
r,
thly at the bedside of her sist
Miss Zipora Morris. '
Linda Kay. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Orr, underwent an
'appendectomy at Mason Hospital
a few days ago.
Mrs. Charlie Wicker spent the
week-end with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Key.
The children were called to the
bedside of their mother, Mrs. Rebecca Paschall, Sunday. She is
seriously. ill.
Mrs. Ella Morris, Mr. and Mr'.
Rudolph Key and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke and
children. Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. HowPro get longer, more useful life from
ard Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Oman
to
use
necessary
your tractor, it is
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. One Morthe right type of lubricant, in the right
.rit and children. Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie visited Miss Zipora Morpore, at the right time.
ris at the Clinic Sunday.
Your Standard Oil man has a supply
Oil
Year Standard
for
charts
Charts—based
on
has
man
of 1946 Lubrication
sas--They
Use our c1assinea
tiser make and
manufacturers' recommendations— and
get the hilliness.
model of tractor
_ .
tailor-made to your own make and

1
I

GIRL SCOUT PLANS

_ :Lt. Carl Ferrara, 27, husband of
Ann Farley Ferrara, volunteered
for the Army Air Corps in April,
1943.
After training at Miami
Beach. Fla., Buckley Field, Colo.,
and Wright Field, Ohio. he transferred to the Infantry where he
graduated from the Officer Candidate School as Fort Erenning, Ga. in
July, 1945. He (vas stationed at
Fort Benning with the School
Troops until December, 1945, when
he was sent to Camp Lee, Va. to
weeks Repatriation
attend two
School in preparation for an everseas assignment.

North Fork News

CHARLES
STARRETT as

The Durango Kid

Take the Guesswork out
of Tractor Lubrication

payments during the flush season
of milk production.
The payments will be subject to
termination or revision in the
event of any general increase in
price ceilings for milk and its
products..
. On January 29 the Stabilization
Administrator announced that the
general level of returns to milk
produce's would be maintained
during 1846 at the 1945 levels either
by subsidy payment or by decreases in price ceilings should the
subsidy be eliminated. At the same
time it was pointed out 'that it is
the Government's policy to avoid
price increases where possible by
making termination of subsidies
subject to general stabilization of
the cop of living.

SERVES IN JAPAN

Pte. William J. Games, son -of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gargus, Haze),
Route 1. sees drafted Feb. I, 1945,
He trained at Fort Ord, Calif., and
Fort McClellan, Ala. before he was
sent overseas in July. He served
with the engineers in Japan with
the American occupational troops.
He was awarded the Goad Conduct
ribbon and the Asiatic-Pacific ribbon.
His_ wife is Mrs. Omega
Tucker Gargus and they have a
eon, Sherrell Garus. He was a
farmer prior tsa ..his induction.
Earl A. Dunn, 17, son of Mr.
arid Mrs. Grover 0. Dunn, volunteered for the Navy and entered
service February 25. He reported
to Great Lakes.
CPL. BEN CRAWFORD
PROMOTED

of

A-S George Crawford Wilson, 29year-old sun of Mr. and Mrs Andrew Wilson, Rothe 5, Murray. was
drafted into the Navy from this
county, and is training at Sampson, N. Y. He was employed in
Michigan before his induction. A-S
Wilson is married to the former
Miss Bobbie McCuiston and is the

•

•4. 't

model of tractor. Tacked up on the wall
of your machinery shed, they will show
you at a glance just where and when,
and with what to lubricate every part
of'your tractor. Standard Oil Company,
Incorporated in Kentucky.

4

11,

0

•

Extra Gasoline"
liferdord ires,er rue! • Stondard Diesel Fu*I • Crovion and Crown
and MobilFir*ornaft:-•-ose-i• • Mobi!oll and Esse Motor Oil, • Stend•rd lubricants
• MoblIcoto
's-rases • Arles tires, Ileftirri•• and Ateess•rios • flits Axle Grease
Surfoe•
Flit
•
Sp-oy
Hos•sehold
flirriess Oil • for•ka Celt C,'.,,Ina • flit

turcka

Filstwy

Dishitesfent
S.% DA.T.)• Standard Household Oil • Parowes • Kysre

46 BOY SCOUTS
(Continued from Page 1)
•

Candidate for Life Badge: Troop
45: Dickey Berry.
Candidates for Apprentice Air
Scouts receiving badges sillere Kenneth Slaughter, Joe Cable, Pat
Sykes, and James Klapp of Troop
45. Garnett Hood ,Jones is SkipUnder the Dairy Production Pay- per of the Air Scouts.
ment Program, payments are made
The following Merit Hedges were
to farmers en the Milk and but- awarded:
terfat . they produce and sell. The
Troop 90: Eugene Barnett, Rabprogram has operated, since Octo- bit Raising; Jack Mayfield, Rabbit
ber leeZ to offset, increased dairy Raising • Ralph Morris, Dairying,
production costs and to encourage Corn Raising.
a continued, high rate of milk proTroup 45: Richard Berry, Life
duction.
Saving, First Aid, Personal Health,
Safety, Athletics, Swimming; Clegg
father of two children, Brenda Austin, Life Saving, Swimming.
Art.
Study, Camping,
Joyce and Peggy Ann. His broth- Reptile
er, Pfc. William Morris Wilson, is Woodcarving; Joe Cable, Camping,
Life Saving; William Smith, Campin the Army.
ing, Pioneering. Civics. Cooking;
Joint 11E. Crawford landed at San Pat Sykes, Cooking, Home and
Francisco, Calif. on March 4. He Building Arrangement. Gardening,
stayed four days at Letterman's Camping; Jimmie Klapp. Life SavHospital then flew to the AAF ing; Oliver C. eideLemore, DairyConvalescent Hospital at Miami, ing, Camping, Cooking.
Fla
will remain there until
his discharge is complete. He contracted pneumonia in the Philippines, but his condition is now
considered good.

SATURDAY ONLY

SUNDAY and MONDAY

111110
Dea
L\k\CAllOS
tha71,)

°pm et Distress Arising Orson

ULCERS
rMACH
EXCESS ACID

177,1,„ ha

DOI TO

FresBook Tolls of Moono Trsabnoattbst,
Mast Nstp or It Will Coat You Ototbles •
Over two million bottles of the wILLARD
TRZATMSNT have been sold forrellsto4
spistptorsa of distress/wising from inewearele
Yid Dwitelowsl Mews due to Capes Acid —
Peer Dliestlen. 511401. or Upset Sternest%
Ossaleats., 04•artburn. Slowlesionams, ate,
dun t,, lassos Acid. Sold on 15 der,' trial!
Ask for ••41111ard's Message" which fully
explei as this treetnwmt---frws—St
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
Hazel
TURNBOW DRUG CO,

PLUS — EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
If you are not one of the many who are expecting to buy a new car, then we invite you to check thoroughly these essential qualities offered in FORD against
those offered in any other medium priced car.

FORD

I

A MILLION DOLLARS WORTH OF 'FUN IN THE
NEW BILLION-DOLLAR SMART SET PLAYGROUND?
Pe,

•••orto

DOROTHY LAMOUR
ARTURO OF CORDOVA

STYLE . ..
BEAUTY . . .
ECONOMY . . .
EASY HANDLING ...

'Masquerade
in Mexico'
I:. 51.. 4ri.A,E• 5Y,
GiORGE KAU()
A

MITCHELL LEPEN•Ropurrvm
•

Performance Under All Conditions ...
NEXT THURSDAY ONLY
Compare FORD with any other car on the road, starting back with the old
Model "T" 1914., and on through the 1942 models and see what kind of service FORD is giving as compared with other care of the same year model. In
the
addition to making comparison of service, also compare the apparance
paint on FORD with that of other cars. A car remains beautiful only as long as
its paint is good.

-a CHARLIE
BARNET
And His
Orchestra
Pictures You'll Be Seeing Soon

The NEW 1946 FORD with its 100 horse motor offers you everything that you
could wish for in a car. We invite you to come in and see and drive it, and then,

DICK POWELL, in

CORNERED

"Use Your Own Judgment"

BETTY HUTTON

•

BARRY FITZGERALD

in STORK CLUB

Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
S bottle of Creomulsion with the understanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

RAY MILLAND, in

Stokes-Billington Motor Co.
Incorporated

CREOMULSIONColds,
for Coughs,Chest

NOW PLAYING

'Use Good Judgment'

Beware Coughs
from common colds
That Hang On

Is addition to the tuls•ication Charts you need, your
StaiteLird Oil man will be glad to gat you a roes of
his new 1946 Farm Almanac. Ask !um about them today.

•••

I

QUICK RELIEF FROM

ecer.poral Ben Crawford. SOP
Mr. and Mrs T. W Crawford received a promotion on March 7 to
staff sergeant. He is now stationed
in the Philippines.

'
0"1"418
with these FREE CHARTS!

•

BY Q. D. WILSON

Dairy Production Payments
Continued Through June
The U.S. Department of Agriculture announced yesterday that the
Dairy Production Payment Program, previously announced
through March 1946, will be continued June 30. Rates for the AprilJune period will be the same as
those'fur the corresponding period
last year. This action means that
1946 April payment rates for milk
in Kentucky will be 60 cents per
hundredweight, and for butterfat
He sailed ,on Feb. 10, .1946, for 16 cents per pound.
the European Theater.
For May and June. the payments
A graduate of Murray State Col- will be -25 cents per hundredlege, he was football coach at Trigg weight of milk, and 10 cents per
County High School before enter- pound of butterfat. The lower pay.
ing the Army.
merits during May and June are
He and Mrs. Ferrara have a son, made in accordance with the accepCarl Larnarr,
ted practice of decreased producer

CAPITOL
Saturday and Sunday

A.A.A. NOTES

LT. CARL FERRARA IN EUROPE

Scouter Garnett Hood Jones—in- hearers to put -.earth every effort
troduced Charles Tolley, Joe Cable,' to be an asset to the' world and
Pat Elkins. and Pat Sykes, mem-1 suggested. that a boy with Scout
bens of Troop 45 who had recently , training could - more easily become'
TVA today announced that pri- become Eagle Scouts.
, a Builder than the boy outside.
vate eabin sites on the shores of
;Scouting.
Rayburn Speaks
Kentucky Lake will be sold—perMr. Rayburn concluded his reWaylon Rayburn._ Murray attorhaps this spring. Exact date of the
ney, was principal speaker of the marks. by reading the poem "Bridge
sale will be advertised in newsevening. He used as his theme Builders."
papers throughout the
adjacent
"Bridge Builqers", Mr. Rayburn
The Scoutmaster's Benediction
area as soon as access roads are
pointed out three groups that one Was led by Scout Eugene Barnett,
completed. The lots will be sold
finds about him in the world to- which was followed by sounding of
at public auction.
day—Builders group, ...Indifferent ' Taps by Scout Dickie Berry,
Initial tract designated for sale is class and Destructive class. He was
Otle_r Court of Honor members
the Center Ridge Cabin Site area of the opinion cheat • Boy Scouts participating on the program weri
in Calloway County, Ky., near the ranked high in the first class— Harry Sledd, Carney Hendon.'Burneouth of Blood River. The area Builders end urged his youthful man Parker.
Vali. Valentine,
cdvers 110 acres, which will be subdivided into approximately 60 lots
ranging in size from one to seven
acres and averaging about 1.8
acres. Three miles of shoreline are
included in the subdivision, and
the average shoreline frontage of
each let is approximately, 280 feet.
Fifty-seven of the lots have lake
frontage and all of them will have
access to the lake.
Individuals interested in buying
cabin sites are Invited to communicate with George M. Baker, TVA
Land Division, Knoxville, Tenn.
When a 'finite date for the sale
is see additional notification will
be sent by mail to those who have
expressed interest.

TVA Cabin Sites
May Be Offered

Telephone 170

East Main Street

LOST WEEK -END
This
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MURRAY STAR CHAPTER
MEETS TUSEDAY

MRS - MARIE WALSTON AND
MR. EARN NANNY MARRY
' MARCH 15TH

by a panel discussion on Tension to 1120110=1=111101==1;1=
Africa led by Mrs. Gladys Scott.
The following tensions were disMrs. L'osrforit
cussed.
"International**.
Gladys Scott. "Political'', Mrs. Ed istermaliotral U
Doren, "Economic-, Mrs. L. J.
Hortin, "Racial", Mrs. Burnette
Waterfield, -Religious", Mrs. E. A.
Sj HAROLD L LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Tucker.
Of
Moodrwialble Institute of Chicago,
Released by astern Newspaper Onion.
e Flags Over Africa was a closing
deecitional by eight members of
the class.
Lesson for March 17
The meellag closed with a prayer
hymn sung by Mrs. Gordon SanLesson eubJects and Scripture texts 110.
lected and copyrighted by International __James C. Rickman, S 1-C, Murders.
Council a Relistous Education; used by
ray. received his discharge at
pernvisaloci.
Great Lakee, Ill., March 2.
THE EVERYDAY LIFE
CasUe E. Parker, PHM 2-C, 201
OF A PEOPLE
Social Calendar
Swat Ninth street, Murray, was

Mrs Reba Kirk, worthy matron,
presided at the regular meeting of
Mrs. Marie -Walston and Mr*. Earl
Murray Star Chapter. No. 433. Nanny were married in a quiet and
MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor 0.E.S.. ,held Tuesday evening at impressive ceremony March 5 at 4
ln the Masonic HalL
o'clock in the afternoon in the
Telephone 247
George Williams. worthy patron, home of 'Bro.' Harold Watson, with
called the meeting to order and Bro. Watson reading the double
Mrs.
WOODMAN SORORITY HONORS presided during the ceremony of ring ceremony. Mr. and
initiation, as four candidates re- George Steele, Charles Hayden
MEMBER WITH SHOWER
Walston. the son of Mrsa Nanny;
ceived the degrees.
The 11.-Ite Mu.Chapter of the Tau
Those initiated were Mrs. Lovert Mrs. C. B. Cothran, her sister of
Ph t Lembda Sorority held s its regWilliams. Mrs. Myrtle Parket/ Mn: Benton. and Mrs. Harold Watson
ular meeting with Miss . Oneida
Louise Buckingham and Ray Buck- were fh attendance.
Ahart March 12.
ingham.
.Mrs. Nanny wore for the occasion
Mrs. Cleatus McDaniel was pledAfter the chapter was closed, re- a dull goliiesemidailored suit with
ged. Plans for the State Convenfreshments vIere served by .Mrs. brown accessories. She wore a
tion were _discussed.
Ruth Williams.' George Williams shoulder corsage"of pink eamelias.
, Mrs. Carl Lawrence Was honor- and R. H. Rebbins. to AS officers
After the wedding the couple left
'Monday, March 14
ed with a shower. Thdee bringing and members.
by automobile for a frip through.
The Girl Scout Council will meet
gifts
were: Frances Churc hilL
Official inspection will be held Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee, with Mrs. W. D. Lewis at 7:30 p.m.
Oneida Ahart. Elaine Ahart, Laura
They are reTuesday evening. March 19. at 7:15 returning Saturday.
Lou Rogers, Lynn Radford, 'Evelyn
Friday. March 15
at the Masonic hall, preceded by siding at her home on North Ftfth
Ca they. Frances Wilson. Dortha
The Future Farmers of the
a dinner at , the First Christian. Street.
Henry. Berdie Ellen Colson, Ann
Mrs. Nanny is the daughter of Training School will have the anChurch at six o'clock. For reserVal Hart. and Mrs. Cleatus Mcnual
banquet
at the
Training
vations call Mrs. Norman Klapp, the late Mr and Mrs. C. M. Jones
Daniel. Those sending gate were
of this county. During the war she School at 7:30.
658-J.
The County Council of parents
Mrs. Zelna Carter and Mrs. J. S
• • •
was employed at the National Fire
Ahart.
Works Defense plant, Mayfield. Her and teachers will have a union
LYNN GROVE HOMEMAKERS
with
Murray, Lynn
eldest son, Pvt. Billie hay Walston, meeting
MEET WITH MRS. CLOYS
Grove and Heael at Lynn Grove
ROBINSON-RAMSEY WEDDING BUTTER WORTH FEBRUARY 26
lost his life in the South Paciftc. in
at 3 p.m.
INTEREST IN MURRAY
World War 11.
.•
The Lynn Groves Homemakers
Mr.
Nanny
was
discharged
from
Tuesday, March 19
Mrs. Winona Robinson and Mr. met at the home of Mrs Cloys ButOrder or the Eastern Star will
the' Navy in October after serving
J. B. !Lenses- were quietly mar- terworth, Tuesday, February 26.
more than three years in the South hold a dinner at the First Chrisried Februacy 23. at 5:30 pm in
" The lesson nutrition was given Pacific
as Chief Petty Officer' First tian Church at 6:00 o'clock in the
the home of the Rev. T. It Mullins by Mrs. Iron
Chambers
Mrs. Class.
He: is the eon Of Mr. and evening followed by an inspection
'with the Reverend Mullins officiat- Olive Perks gave the minor proMrs. W.
Nanny of Route, 2. is a at 7:15 at the Masblitc Hall.
ing.
ject lesson. A -Rocking Chair Tour
graduate
of Murray
Training
The Woma• n's Association of the
Mrs. Ramsey wore foi the oc- of South America,
Mrs. Carl
casion a pastel green tailored' sue Lockhart discuseed her trip to Lex- School. and is employed herle as a Presbyterian ,Church will spend
carpenter.
the day at the Red Cross sewing
with black eccessories. She is em- ington Farm and Home Week.,
•
room
Bring scissors, thimble and
ployed with the Southern .Bell
A delicious Spring salad plate
ROGERS-ROBERTS WEDDING
your, own lunch.
Telephorie Company here.
was served by the hostess to 21
CEREMONY SAID MARCH 8 _
The Lydian Sunday School dais
Mr. Ramsey is connected with members and six visitors.
The March meeting will be held
the electric department of the A.
Mrs Vera Rogers 'announces the meeting has been postponed until
B. Beale and Son store. They ire at- the home of Mrs Luck Burt.
marriage of her daughter. Treva March 26.
• • •
at home at 528 South Sixth.itreet.'
Lucille. to Mr. George Lewis RobWednesday, March 80
•• •
ADAMS-CAMPBELL
erts. Frankfort. Ky.. on March 8, 'The U.D.C.
meeting will be held
WEDDING
ANNOUNCED
V
MESD.AMtS DIUGUID
1946.
in the home of Mrs. Warren Swann
AND F1LBECK HONORED
The ceremony was performed by at 2:30 p.m.
Announcement has been made of
the Rev. Fred- T. Moffatt in his
•
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Sr. and Mrs the' marriage of Miss Lucille
study, at the _First Baptist Church.a
Thursday, March 21
Ed Fillieck ,.were given a surprise Adams. daughter •of- -Mr, Luther
in Frankfort. '
The Horne DepartMent of the
birthday party on Saturday. March Adams of Hickman. Ky. to Robert
The bride wore A suit of pastel' Woman's Club will meerat 3 o'clock
A Campbell,son of Mr. and Mrs.
9. at the horns.- _of the larmer.
brue wool with black accfssoriew at the Clubheuse. The luncheon
After an- informai social hour a H. E. Campbell of Cumberland. and a shoulder cersage of Talisman scheduled fiir this'. date has been
delightful party plate was served Md._ ,•
roses.
postnened until the April meeting.
The marriage 'was. solemnized
to the honorees .and the following
Mrs. Roberts is well known in
The Business and Professional
last
week
in
the
First
Methodist
guests:
Murray where she resided until Woman's. -Club will meet in the
Church at Watikeean. Ill., the RevMesdames 'Vernon Stubblefield.
about five years ago when she ac-, First Christian Church for a dinPonder officieterend- Thomas
F B Outland, Joe Ryan. Dewey
cepted a position with the Ken- ner meeting
Mrs. Cleo Hester is
mg.
Nelson, Will H. Whitnell. Ed Frank
tucky Unemployment Compensation in charge of the program. Dr.
After a haneymoon in the East.
Kirk, Katherine Kirk., Warren
Comm iesion.
Ralph Woods will be the speaker.
the couple expect to make their
Swann. - .Charlie , Hale. and Mrs
Roberts is a member of the
home in LOUlaville - Mrs.
anpLawrence- Jacobs et Paducee Miss
busue -is firm' of Roberts Printing
bell wilt be remembered here as
and
Company an Frenkfore
14141e - "241"e the niece orliffi." can-e- 76n-es.
Mary
ShiPleYe
„Nancy Outland • and Edwina lOrlt.
Immediately after the csremony
_
•• •
Mr and Mss. Roberts lelt for a
Both. Mrs.* - Ehuguid. and Mrs. MRS. J H THURMAN HAS
ihi'r wedding trip to Knoxville.
Falbeck received man* lovely gifts. DINNER GUESTS MONDAY

C.

1

, 4

,

J H. Thurman had dinner
guests !Windily. in honor of Mrs.
Clara M. Garrett. Washington: D.
C. and Alexandria. Vs. who is
house guest of Mrs.'Amanda White
this week_
These present were Mrs Garrett.
Mrs PI I Neely MrseOsear Turnbow. Min Eva Perry. -of Hazel.
and Mrs. Amanda White of alurray.
• • •
ARTS AND CRAFTS CLUB MEETS WITH MRS. OUTLAND

$20,000.00 Baptist V
Student Building To
Be Erected Near
Murray State College

Te7.71
• • •

- Mr!.

NIATTIE BELLE HAYS CIRLCE
MET MONDAY NIGHT

Work on s $20,000 Baptist Student Building adjacent to Murray
The Mettle Belle Hays Circle State College campus well begin
met Monday night at the home at immediately. according to an an.
Mrs. nouncement made- by Braxton B.
Mrs George Ed Overbey.
Overbey and Mrs. Hubert „Dunn. Sawyer. paetor of the First Baptist
p were hos- Church. The Baptist State Board
and Mrs. Hebert, Dun
Lessee
has supplemented the funds which
Miss Lottye Auiter was program the First Baptist Church has in
leader
Miss. Lula Clayton -ie
R.ak hand to make the 920.000 fund.
•
led the devotion Mrs. G. T. Hicks I
Wallace Key. Jabe Outland. and
spoke ,,r1 -PeaceThomas Htighes have been apinted as the construction comMISS JANE ORR TO BE
mittee with Miss Dorothy BrumMARRIED AT FIRST
Jdint. student, eecretery. acting as'
BAPTIST CHURCH SUNDAY
secretary.
If materials can be
obtained. the modern building will
The wedding ef Miss Jane Orr
. be finished by September I.
r Merle Basden will be soI
t" M
emnatel Sunday at 5 o'clock p

MrsaF B. Outland was hostess to
the Arts and Crafts Club at the
heme of Mrs Pogue Outlend. Elm
Ili Street._ yesterday afternoon. 'The
mting
ee
was thoroughly enjoyed be
thoee present The house
was
attractively decorated with spring
a Crock Of ison Handy
flowers
Intereet.r.eg rr,aes and
—fi—Jmosnr-iarir-tiar-rovirevya--tr-crein sr sewang were carried on during the ,
17
' shv
etumh" Mt"
C.00 001 .0 9.1 poetry for del.cen,,,s, nterrboust
March 17 All friends are in
meeting This meeting -was favored .
...•er. meal snort. Awe DOweirFLAKE
Domes eft mode Me meg oid tote.oeee -15Y an almost perfect attendance.
i
Miss Dorothy Sanders underwent
way -NOP eefoop vow eyes, Gee a bo. Hot
Ir.vited guests were Mesdames
a tonsil operation at the Mason
ow rise setschme DOWIWYLAICI 00,0A
WilIim Purdom, Eva Ryan, Kate MISSION STI:DY CLASS OF
hospital last week
otureysttr•s11,
Kirk. Ed Filbeck. Luther' Jones. WSCS HOLDS SECOND SESSION
. Mew
Bucy is improving.
lin neat small AT...
Herbert Dunn. C M Hood. W S
The Massie Seedy Class of the 1 Mr and Mrs. Everett Bucy spent
swanr. Bill Batee, Pogue Outland. WSCS e• Id its secend session TuesI the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
Minnie Beale, Burie Cooper. Whits day et the 'Methodist Church After !
Oren Bucy and daughter, Eloise.
:mes. arid J let lines.
34,-, Alice Wat•
'tee invet: t...1
Quinton Martin spent Saturday
The hostess wag assisted by her en" It•
odorrnel
discus,!,
Meta With ..Clakitite
twii daughters. Mn' B7.1 Yates
ecival
-1.1r"
I es on the FMr and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton
Mr! Pogue Outland
Ti • on Africe This was followed.lend !ens spent Saturday night with
e
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Clark.
Mr anri-- Mne - Vernfrd Vaughn
ed Brooks Simmone were Sunlay visitor., of Mr. and Mrs Her:otrl Alton and family.
Dennis Lamb and Mrs Verna
'layton hive had measles. Mrs.
lemnie Lamb and sore Jimmie. -also
..od the measles a few weeks ago.
Miss
Catherine Jean Sanders
Pent" Monday night with Mr and
Mrs *Herb rt Alton and children.
Mrs. David Huteort has been very
ica
Mrs Bob -Adams, the former
Miss ?iota Kirkland was buried at
alto-Zion Cemetery. Sunday. Funerserve f.,
(1•11dUCtia at RUCesnen Methodist Church
She. died
ri Detroit ."Brownie'
We want
want

BueVanan-News

I

Crider's Donut
Shope
at the Blue Bird Cafe

THARKS!

TO OUR MANY NEW FRIENDS AND PATRONS
WE_ APPRECIATE. YOUR PATRONAGF_ •
AND YOUR VISITS .

COME OFTEN

to be a "Community Service." We
to benefit as well as ourselves
We.

you

That Nagging
Backache

Carry a Complete Lint, of

DRY GOODS
NOTIONS
READY-TO-WEAR
SHOES AND HATS

of I)ieordered
kidnee Aetiein
sne.rtle
hurry and

111a) AI arra

✓ babes. improper estleg
"
:711
dem
t.• rak of exposure and MimetIont-throo. heavy stram on ale. work
tbW'l..dA,'yg They aro apt t,
1 heeorne
..,gr-taled and fad is filter e15•-•11 send
sad other implant IP from the ido-giyiag
tdood.
You tyrty ihreer nagging haeltatelus.
h•aria,h•. Magness, (ert•ng up nights
pears, swellIng—fetel eonalmatly
red, nervous. Ali worn out. Other stens
! a.dney n•
d 'order ane some' mos 'burning. smutty or too frequent
urination
Try ticrovre- Pitt,. DOCI
,11 11) the
kaineya in pees eff harmful
*aloe, Tn.) ha,. had more tnan.hbaTfl:
approval Ar• r•cotle
meter>

PRICED IN YOUR FAVOR

Draper & Darwin Stores
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SUNDAY
SCHOOL

•:- LESSON

LESSON TEXT1 Ruth%1:11-11.
MEMORY SELECTION: Intreat me
eat to leave thee, or to return frOill f01lowing after thee; for whither thou goest.
I will go; and where thou lodgest. I
will lodge; thy people shall be my people, and thy God my God.—Ruth 1:16.

A good life in the midst of a corrupt and confused age—such is the
life of Ruth in the awful chaos of
the time of the judges. One is reminded of the poet's words:
"How far that little candle
throws its beams!
So shines a good deed in a
naughty world."
It is refreshing to have a glimpse
into the home life of God-fearing
people who live right in spite of the
low standards around them.
Ruth knew life's sorrows and Its
bitter disappointments. She was a
widow, destitute of all she held most
dear. Yet she, because of the
sweet purity of her We and her devotion to God and those she loved.
became an example for others.
As we read our lesson we first
hear how logic speaks, then love replies, and finally a life says the
final word.
I. Logic (vv. 843).
Tragic misfortune had visited
Naomi, who with her husband and
two sons had gone from Bethlehem
to Moab in a time of famine. Not
only had her husband died but also
her two sons, who had married
Gentile women, leaving three widows in one family to mourn together. Naomi er`atied the fellowship of
her own people in her hour of trial,
'and she arose to return to her own
land.
Her departure brought out in the
two daughters-in-law the expression
of kindness and loyalty which should
exist in every family, but which is
all too often lacking. Her oven testimony concerning these girls of Moab
is that ttfey dealt kindly with her and
with the dead. That word speaks
volumes. There is so little genuine
kindness in the world.
Both Orpah and Ruth went with
her on the way, protesting their
loyal purpose to go with her all the

:
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dicharged at Great Lakes March
5.
Loyd T. liatterree. fire control-man, second class, New Concord,
Ky.., is aboard the USS Slater, one
of six destroyer escorts which will
arrive in Nerfolk late this month
for decommissioning after almost
two years of active service in both
oceans. The Slater was known in
its early days of sea duty as the
-Cardiff Express-. Commissioned
on May 1, 1944. the ship made trips
to England and Scotland before being assigned on three consecutive
occasions to Cardiff. Wales. Before heading back to the states last
month, the Slater had been in Manila. Tokyo Bay, Yokeharna, Luzon,
Okinawa, Taau. Biak in the Dutch
East Indies. end San Fernando in
Lingayen Gulf.
Sgt, Stanley Vernon Bonner. son
of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Bonner. was
discharged from the army on February 19, eater serving for two
years in the South Pacific. He will
enter Murray State College in the
spring •quarter.
William E. %%Until, CM 1-C',
Route 4, Murray, was discharged at
Great. Lakes, Ill., March -9,
W. C'. Edina is at home after
many months overseas.
Mr. and Mrs. -Kenneth Grogan
of .'Dayton, 0., arrived Monday.
:mot are visiting, relatives here.
They are enroute to Lexington
where Mr. Grogan will be field
supervisor with the Production
Marketing. Administration, a position he held before going to Wright,.
Field where he was , in personnel
work in the Air Corps. He was.
discharged March 8. 1946.
Pte. Lee Warren Fox is home
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fox, and his wife and little daughter. Joretta. He received his discharge March 3,--after -serving in
Europe 14 months.
S-Sgt. L Perry Hendon was discharged February 25 at. Camp Atterbury. He had been in Iwo Jima
since the invasion,

Way.

'
the past few days with Mrs. Lois
s News Thurman
Kentucky Bell
of Harrison Apartments.
Mn, and Mrs. Otis Harrison, West
Main, are spending ten days with
relatives and friends in Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Simmons,
Route 2, Hazel, spent the weekend near Almo.
Miss Elois Bucy war' has been
very ill at the HoUston-McDevitt
Clinic was removed to her home
Monday.
Mrs. Imogene Palmer and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Phillips and
children spent Saturday afternoon
in Mayfield..
Miss Dickie Allbritteh and Miss
Eron Williams of New Providenceattended the show at Murray Saturday night.
Mrs. John Warren and son, L. p.,
were Saturday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Oren Bucy and Elois.
Mrs, Headley Ferguson of Buchanan, Tenn., is in.Mason Hospital.
Mrs. Doshie Outland, Hazel, spent

THU

Miss Ruth Lassiter, Murray, spent
the past few days with relatives
imd friede at Almo.
Mrs. Garvin Curd is a patient
in Mason Hospital.
in Owsley county
Merchants
have more than doubled their orders for hybrid seed corn this year.

/OVER 100 MILLION BOTTLES
SOLD! SIMPLY GREAT FOR

MONTHLY-PAIN
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Dogs MORE than relieve
monthly pain when due to female
functional periodic disturbance's. It
also relieves aocompanying weak.
tired, nervouee cranky feelings—of
such nature. Taken regularly Pinkhame C.,Inpound helps build
up resistance against such distress.
It's also a great stomachic tonic!

Murray District Road Meeting
Friday Night, March 15th.
All are invited. Let's get going. Committees
from all sections appointed at,last meeting. Roads
should be worked before they get so hard — will
take more power. Esquire Clopton, chairman.
All road sides should be cleared so grader can
work by your place; the brush is useful in stopping
gulleys or burning plant beds, or sticking beans.
Plant bed covers are scarce,'so save all old canvas; cover beds with brush until canvas is available.
Merchandise is scarce, so will have to use space

for something, as newspapers must have advertisements to run.

0
It is hard to write an ad and tell the truth now
days. I don't blame any not to buy anything offered if they can get along without it.
Standard brands are not available. Everything
offered is a kind of hybrid fabric of peculiar color
— can't tell if it was intended for a girl or boy to
wear — no, it is not just what one would want, and
the price is three times as much as formerly sold
for, and is offered by a In carte service.
OPA
'
hold-the-line policy is like holding to a
bull's tail running down hill — it just does not slow
him up; only deprives certain low price work cloth,
ing from being on the market and puts a weak link
in every chain.

Come in every time in town and see what we
have to offer.
I want to buy 250 bushels of corn in ear.
My friend Noah Paschall passed 'away last week.
He lived and died in the faith.

T. 0. TURNER

Kentucky ranks 42nd in expenNaomi met their kind offer with
the only sensible answer. There was ditures for educiaien.
no point in leaving their homes
and loved ones and ping with her
to another country.
Logic is so conclusive and so anal.
Yes, and sometimes it reaches the
wrong conclusion. Love has something to say about the matter.
Let us listen to its voice.
IL Love tv. 14).
Orpah loved her mother-In-law.
That is evident. She wept at the
thought of parting, and was affectionate in her final farewell We
must not be too quick to censure
her. She did what Naomi told her
to do. She responded to her love
for home and kinfolk. She gave
up reluctantif, but she did give up
and darn bark.
How glad we are that Ruth
"Orpah
showed a deeper love.
kissed her mother-in-law, but Ruth
elm unto her." There is • difference. Such love cannot be denied.
It LI the most precious possession
that a man can have, apart from
his fellowship with God. The love
of a devoted father or mother, of a
noble helpmate, or of a little boy
or girl, these are the things that
really make life worth while.
Life has put Into the hands of
many of us the opportunity of showing just that kind of love in these
postwar days. A boy comes home
crippled and disabled and a loyal
sweetheart shows her undiminished
love for him, even though he can
never again be what he had expected tO be. That is love. A mother
and a father take to their hearts a
promising young son who returns
from overseas with a shattered
nervous system, and give their lives
anew to him. One could go on
and on with such illustrations, but
what we are saying is that it takes
more than a kiss and some tears to
express real love. "Ruth clove unto
her." Such love expresses itself in a
III. Life (vv. 15-17).
Literature knows no more beautiful declaration of faith and devotion
than these words, and nbthIng could
improve on it. Lord Tennyson said
of the book of Ruth that "no art
can improve on it." And of these i
verses another said, "We cannot
hope to contribute to literature a
sentence so exquisite and thrilling as ,
that into which Ruth poured the
full measure of a noble heart, but
aZ/I r
we can imitate her devotion"
Jennings Bryan).
The conclusion of the story ands
IFascinating 'shoulder treatment; smart _ waist interest; impeccable
Ruth married to Boaz, her kinsmanredeemer, and "living happily ever
tailoring; elegant 10047c virgin wool twill by American
after," as a true romance should
end. God gives happy ettikiags.
V'oolen Co., luxurious Ponatone;a Pondel acetate rayon
Here we find Ufa eight attitude
toward marriage, something which
lining ... Make this the coat pf_t_he year. •
needs emphasis in our day. Above
„ all, as we remember that Ruth was
ancestress
of
Jesus,
we
see
anew
an
the importance of clean, noble, god'
ly living. What will the generations
to come be able to say about our
lives?
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Welcome Home
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"The Fashion Shop for Women"
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r"THE YOUTH OF A NATION
ARE THE TRUSTEES OF
POSTERITY" DISRAELI
Salute ,To You

480

The Girl Scouts take the occasion, on the thirty-fourth
birthday of their organization.
March 12. to salute you—the
men and %%omen who have mule
Scouting possible in
itir
munities.

eom-

Today's children, growing up under the strains and restrictions of our post war country hold the
future in their hands. To them will be entrusted the continuation of democracy and the maintenance of the ideals for which this country stands. Youngsters need help, guidance, normal
fun, and recreation to grow up straight and true during this difficult period. Where can they
find it? How can we help them? Can we run the real and material risk of neglecting the v-ery
thing that so many men of this country fought for?
The Girl Scout -organization in Murray offet% girls from seven to eighteen a way of life that develops in them self-reliance, resourcefulness, and initiative - - qualities always necessary for
"good citizenship that will-become increasirifirY important in the new'woild-ortler that ihese
girls must face and help to create. Every person in Murray has the chance to back the Girl Scout
movement by contributing on their 34th Anniversary. The goal is $3,000 dollars. This money
is to go for building a cabin in the Murray City Park; to promote girl scouting.,
This drive is in line with the 34th anniversary of the Girl Scouts which was March 1 2.

IS YOUR GIRL A SCOUT?
Sponsored by the following progressive merchants
Munday Service Station

Murray Insurance Agency

Barnes Whiteway Service Siation

Graham & Jackson

Love's Studio

Wallis Drug

West End G;ocery

Riley Furniture & Appliance Company

Calloway Monument Company

Dale & Stubblefield

Calloway County Lumber Company

Draper Az Darwin

Tabor's Body Shop

Firestone Store

Superior Cleaners

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

Buck's Body Shop

Western Auto Store

Ben Franklin Store

Murray Fashion Shop

Frazee, Melugin & Holton

Varsity Theater

Day and Nite Cafe

Humphrey's Grocery

Dublin & Denton

Blue Bird Cafe

Stokes - Billington

Lyons Luncheonette

Porter Motor Company

Adams Shoe Store

Jones Cleaners

Jones & Lassiter

Berry Insurance Agency

Murray Auto Parts

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Company

Max H. Churchill

Modern Beauty Shop

College Drug

Mable Siress

Melugin Service Station

Jeffrey's

Hotel National

Gladys Scott's

Frank Pool Coal Company

Corn-Austin Company

Bank of Murray

Littleton's

Tolley's Food Market

fr
.
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COMPLETE LINE OF LIGHT FIXTURFS - Firestone Home and
le
Auto Supply Store.

Offered

1-'1"
Memorial Baptist Church
wenty-Two Members Initiated Into
1Dr. R. T. Wells to
To Hold Spring Revival
I Retire from WOW
ay Lions Club Tuesday Night
Church,
FARM RECORD BOOKS for SALE Post at Omaha, Nebr. The Memorial Baptist
Murray. will hold a spring revival.
of

For Sale

2c per word, minimum charge
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
advance for each insertion.

1CLASSIFIED ADS
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-Just the thing for keeping ac- i
count of everything on the farm. /
Use one, and see how records may
be „easily kept. Price $1.25-Ledger & Times.
strictly

Notices

which will begin on Sunday mornand continue
17.
March
ing.
through Sunday, March 24th. The
pastor. Rev Herbert A. West, will
deliver the messages. The services
will begin each evening at 7:00
o'clock. Everyone is very cordially invited to attend.
. ,Come, help us to win those who
do not have Christ as their personal
Saviour.

•

Twenty-two' men were initiated
into the Lioas2Clith at the annual.
ladies' night dinner meeting at the
Clubhouse Tuesday. "is number
I memof initiates brought' the
bership of the club to 70. N
L. R. Putnam. president ciathe
club. conducted the business an
the approximate 100
introduced
guests. W. Z. Carter, past preaident, receiv d the plaque of special honor for leading this area in
new members for the year 1944
and 1945._ the years when Mr. Carter s.rved as head of the club.
Hiram Tucker was awarded the
Master Key for securing the greatest number ci-f new merribers.

.Donal Snider was chairman

initiation. and Max Churchill-probably climaxed the high points of
stunk whendie was required to It
on the top of a tall stepladder and
cat his, dinner with carpenter's and
brick mason's tools.
R. L. Wade, music raoairman, inuced C. R. kleGavern who
pres1Sd Bobbie Wade who gave'
a pianit number and Richard Farrell who sang a _group of songs.-accompanied by Mr. McGovern. Addresses on LioniSro wire made by
W. B. Moser. F. '13. Mellen, Robt,
D. Highfill. and Ro.‘„Sinaluel McKee-- -

}
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, PUBLIC AUCTION --MundaySltich. FO
SINGER SEWING MACHINE repmules from four
WAR As soon as available ; 18. 1946. at 10 o'clock. I will offer I first 'class work hid
POST
!
in
be
.resentatoi• of Paducah will
have a compisae line of, for ,ale household and
•
we will
120th old- W. D. Mckitchen to seven years
Murry csich Thurstiajo We are
tt
.
SWalsi, Paris. Tenn.
Westinghouse Electrical Applianoa.t
equipped tO repair any make ma- also complete line or Gas applian- furnishings. warm morning neat- --_
er. washing machine. vacuum I FOR SALE-John Deere Tractor,
Free- estimates given: -all ces
-thine
to be used with Shellane Bot- .
.cleaner. some farming implements,
equivrimt, in
_.work_guaranteed. "All calls - made tled
tied Gas Par-Morn Hardware, North,
4 cows, hay aridother- items:
of
care
W. H. Cope.
See
previously- will be taken
condition.
good
tf
.
Street.
'5th
1 heifer and 245 blood tested White I near Hickory Grove Church. Almo
prornptla For service. write box
o
w
t
and
hens
Wyandotte
tf
Mr14p
32 Murray.
Route I.
M. D. HAIXNSI- income tax re- roosters. Cash Mrs. Myrtle Walk`
-I
etc.,
ele.
Public.
Notary
ports.
;rms.
er. Route 3. Hazel. Ky. near Green, FOR SALE-- Two 2-horse turning
----W-A1CTF:TT-Startresees-4e-•-aebuild4.
-Wisp t pluses cne -disc riding prow, oneCh-tirifh7pick up your old mat- •
We .a
-Ferguson type tractor plow for
tris•es :Lai make them new. Ga.--The
Harold
DECATUR,
condition.
Good
Jackson
Tractor.
S
11.
Ford.son
Co.
b
7
I
Paris Mattress
NOTiCE-As, of- this date. Ft
'Byrd Port 66 of the Amtricain Le236 F Washington St.. Paris, Tenn
1946. I will.not be responsible for' See Rudy Cunningham. 3 miles
gion is seeking to obtain 100 trailtt
Phone 979-w:day phone 3
Murray Marble & Granite Works - any outstanding or any new debts, west of Benton on Oak Level road.
'ers from the government to allevi_
Mr2lp
Maple St. near Depot Tele- incurred by the Murray Welding Dr Washburn farm.
East
The housing capacity of Ordway
ate the critical housing problem of
KEMP MOVING COMPANY op- , phone 121 Porter White and L. D
pres- local World War II veterans.
Hall, men's dormitory at Murray
as I am no longer financially ,
Dr. Rainey T. Wells. form
Shop.
!
the
of
nalf
erates in more. than
apOutland, Managers.
ident of Murray State college, has
associated with the Murray WeldThe trailecs are to be placed in State College. will be increased
ECONOMY FEED AND
United States. Van Service. On
his retirement as gen- Decatur City Park. They are to be proximately 60 per ceht next term.
illiam R. Hall. adr14!
announced
Shop-W
ing
SEED STORE
crates in Arkansas. Kentucky.
GENER14. ELECTRIC . APPLI- I eral attorney for the Woodmen of equipped w:th modern plumbing A. F. Yancey, dean of men. on Tennessee. Georgia, Mississippi.
New
Vieu can now place your NOTICE-In accordance with Kena position he has held according to Post Commander Clay hag 'flounced.
-ANCES.
the
_
.World,
_
----Alabamarsaalerati-eseettate---Souths
since January 1. 1933, with head- Penick.
ILL
order for ranges: 'refrigerator" tucky Statutes. Sections 25.1$5 and
HAMMERM
By adding more beds and "(nail)
n,
Veterans will have first
FlorVirginia.
Missouri,
na.
a --Caroli
- Nebr.
water heaters. washers. ironers. - 25200: Notice as hereby given that
, preference on this temporary hous- ling up" he hopes to provide ai
- quarters at Omaha.
Custom Grinding and
ida. Illinois. Indiana, Iowa. LouisJr,
yis,
,
Lia
C.
Shelby
of
report
a
with
"I have looked forward
dishwashers, electric sinks. corncommodations for many more men
I ing..
Mixing
iana. Maryland._Michigan, New t
wal on Feb479
maich pleasure for many years of 1
lapleste General Electric kitchen in- settlement of accounts
at the opening of the spring quar- Phone
Six Days a Week
1946, filed by George Rart.
- Jersey. New York. Ohio. Oklahoruary
25.
having an cpportu nitY of spend-eluding cabinets-E. S. Diuguid &
ter here March 18.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
guadian: and that- the same has
ma. Pennsvlvania, Texas. West •
Headquarters for
ing the last years of my life in
Son.
been approved by the Calloway
Virginia, District of Columbia- and
association and
intimate
close
ordered filed to
and
Court
County
at
9196
Daytime.
SEEDS
861
ite
Call
FEEDS
Deleikare.
Any person PURINA
friendship with the individuals I
exceptions.
for
over
lie
46
Mch
night, Paris. Tenn. 0. CHERRY
have had th?. opportunity of meetdesiring to file any exception thereto will do so on or before March
ing in former years," br. Wells
MEMORIALS
H. ,McCUISTON
25. 1946. or be forever barred Witwrute an official here recently.
Calloway County Monument Corrn / WANT TO BUY typewriters, add- ness my hand this 25th day of FebFOR SALE-Oak desk tray, letter
"I now waat to read the classics.
manasales
Orr,
-and
ing machines. c:sh registers
!spany. Vester A.
ruary. 1946 By Lester Nanny. Counbinders-- love and appreciate my friends and
used office furniture. - Kirk A ty Court Clerk. Calloway County. size; letter files, post
ger. Phone.85 West Main Strew
, Pool. 509, Main SL. or
phone Kentucky. By GaynelleaWilams. 11x17. 9 1-4 x 11 3-8. Call at pass the remaining years of my life
Extended.
tf in devotion to the activities of
Ledger & Times,
tf D. C.
so.
REFRIGERATION SERVICE, comthose in the service,1._he ,said.
- -mercial arid household - Barnett WANTED ss-- Man to make share NOTICE-In accordance with 'Ken- FOR SALE - One .22-horsepower
tucky Statutes. Sections 25.195 and new Johnson Sea Horse outboard
Electric and Refrigeration Service
crop--corn and tobacco, or to work
e25 XI& Notice-is hereby given that motor. Anyone interested in this
Or 56. Located in,
Sedalia
Ford.
P
by the day-A'
Richmond.
report .f James H
Frank Holcomb.
tf
Appliance
Mr14p settlement of accounts was on Feb- sae motor.. see
Ky.
Motor
Pearl 3'. Seat Hor_e. agent, eit Porter
by
filed
1946.
25.
ruary
STREAMLINED WRECKER SEE
If
adm'x.. and that the ern Richmund,
room
3
or
-2
RENT
TO
WANTED
VICE New equipment. 24-hour.
same-has been approved by the .-veteran
for
apartment,
e farm. 35 acres
fast. dependable Wrecker Service. furnished
The Future Farmers of America.
Calloway County Coon and order- FOR SALE---47-acr
Charges -reasonable. Day phone attending. college: wife and 1 year ed filed to, lie over for exceptions. tenable. 4-room houses less than Training School chapter. will ob3-Lb. bag 59c
SPOTLIGHT, Lb.
9Cc
FRENCH
97. Night phone 424-Porter Mo- and child . Telephone The Ledger s Any person desiring to file an ex- qoarter mile c;ff highway 121. tin serve the Father and Son banquet
Lel
Pound
lairt4p ception thereto will do so on or be- , mail and milk route: good stock
tory Company. Chevrolet Sales and & Times
Friday night. March 15. at 7:30 at
tf
fore March 25. 1946.. or be forever I balm .other outbuildings: 2 ponds
Service:
the Training School. according to
. _
WANTEDa•Man or woman to op- barred. Witness my hand this 25th
2 cisterns; immediate possession. invitations mailed this week by the
Lge. 46-os: 99c
Packer's Label No 2 can
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED erate cream_ .station in Dexter or day of February, 1946 By Lester
G. H. Higgins. 1 mile west of president. Alfred
Lassiter. The
NO experience reqbired Nanny. County Court Clerk. Callo- See
A
Hardin
from fare, arms. and legs by the
menu will be prepared by the FuTen- way County. Kentucky. By Gaynelle _Ccildw.ater.
haretcrn method of Electrolysis - - Write Bar -ttt, - Dresden
Mr14p
of
ture Homemakers of America
!kip Williams. D. C.
approved by physinans. This netSer•
FOR SALE--Nice lot between Main
chapter.
iinmethod is permanent and
UM- and Poplar on Seventh
Street, the Training School
EXCILIANGED
SOMEONE
$1.44
CARTON
Popular
The program is as follows:
less. Cyrene Wil,liatris. KN.. Phone
BRELLAS with me. taking my mo- facing east. A good lot for either
openBrands
Dowdy:
Isaac
Invocation.
S28
162-W
ther's Please return to Mrs. E.J. residency or business. Size of lot
officers: roll
lp 75 feet by 150 feet. with 10-foot ing ceremonies. FFA
Beale
-•
AIM
WITH
PROFITS
,
YOUR
introduction
INCREASE
Humphries;
Dean
call.
the
ri
of
DINNER will be e.erced
atley reserved on south side
or No. 2 can 13c Standard Quality
HELMS APPROVED CHICKS
Lassiter: welcome
Avondale
guests.
of
CONCERNMAY
IT
WHOM
TO
Price of lot reasonable. See
basement of the Methodist Church
lot
controlled-Officially pullerum
and guests. Carrhon GraNo. 2 can . . 1lc
Hill Church has electValue
Mr14p to fathers
Fourth Monday in March by The Temple
J T Hughes,
Helder four 'World records- Of. on
cemetery
its
as
ham; Our Farm Practice Program.
ed the undersigned
Church.
E
M
Palestine
of
ladies
ficial repiirds.over 300 eggs Free T
church FOR SALE -At 11th and Vine. 4- Ralph Morris: Our Accomplishalso . the
will have on display many committee:
Broocjite Bulletin - 100 per cen• also
Pounds
to room house, full basement. hard- ments, Ray Marine% livestock and
committee
the
authorized
go
Profits
articles
lay, arrival. postpaid -- HELMS hand made
mainand
seed,
.vel.
le
clean,
wood Doors. lanilton cabinets. judging team, J. R. Story. Fred
MrZ
fund.
budding
shwas
into
-4$p
O20
'CHICKS. Paducais. Ky
.
the Tenisple Hill ceme- heat in basement - Brooks Wat- Shultz.
tain
Max Hurt will be awarded an
lp
EXHAUST FANS for home. office., t •ry. and following the instruc- son
_ honorary degree by the FY A. OfNo pnority requir- tions of the Church. the Commitsnd factory
WISCOS Extra Standard
12-0z. can
C. CLUB FANCY
SALE -- New shipment of ficer Alfred Lassiter will'direct tho
i mediatelv the
Ag-irsh, and 42-inch tee
cash _delivered
No.2 can
Bantam
Golden
Rule's
ainFrtrfrer
po
oiumng
R
J
program. Other officers Ire:
ozes Order now for June 1st de- job .4 cleaning the cemetery.
Fri. and Sat., March 15-16
Packed
Vacuum
lc
Story. vice-president: Dean Hummounds and filling Fluvser Shop
leveling
very --F S Diuguid & Co
24c
phries. -secretary, Jimmie RichardHeavy Hens
low places, and the prepatation bf FOR
- SAI.E-- New modern 5-room
C. CLUB SODA
Sliced, White
KROGER'S CLOCK
22c I
the turface for seeding. Markers brick hbuse on Olive Street, be- son, treasurer, Ralph Morris. reLeghorn Hens
-lb.
watch
Marine,
Ray
and
porter.
now erected will not be disturbed, tween 12th and 13th. See C. M
Roosters
Lb box
Large 114
Loaves
and markers .small stenesi will be Cathey. 201 N. 12th.
30c '
lc dog.
CgIg*
.
gravel:.
unmarked
Outboard
all
at
and
placed
Boats
RENTOR
FANCY QUALITY
Large 46-oz. can
C. CLUB FANCY
Prices subject to change
Mater& By the day or week. aSigned• John GrogIn. Chairman: FOR SALE-A John Deere bottom U.%. Rejects Move To
can
Chil- plow. No 12. See C. D. Scruggs,
Henry
Burkeen.
Also two lots on K;ntucky Lake. Jim
without notice
Sp!tin
Let UNO Try
_
bfarrer- '
thrtel.
rtr-Statr-Parle-See Albert dress.
.
--71Trrtn
WASHINGTON, -The, State De--------Lee. at •Le..., Service Station.
water heat- FOR SP*E-Used baby buggy.
.in portment disclosed Monday that it
MACARONI, ELBOWS, SHELLS
Mr2lp Ntill PERFECTION
1-lb. box
Ky
Hardin.
Phone.44:
:••!
1
ers au-t• now available Complete goof condition. Black leather with had rejected a French proposal to
ywilnRinsing
oR
'o
N
SI
Pkg.
S.
see
$27.30-E.
(Pr
the
join in a complaint against
unit ready to install.
metal frame Call 624-W
ng
1-Lb
Diuguid &. Co
Elizabeth Yoder, 406 North Sixth Franco regime in Spain before the
lp United Nations security council
Street.
Pound
Del Monte Extra Choice
Large 3-lb. box
COUNTRY CLUB
,The suggestion was turned down
and
FOR SALE-6-foot Frigidaire
on the ground that this government
electric Maytag washer-BUd Bo- does not now consider the Spanish
1-2 miles southwest of satuation a threat to world pea,.
LOST--Gold costume pin with pur- gard. 3
100-Lb. Bag
WESCO
100-Lb. Bag
lp
ple stones Reward offered Please Murray
$3.62
return to Ledger & Times or call FOR SALE-G. M. Frigidaire in ex1 1-2
761-J
offers you employment if you can qualify.
cellent condition, public address
adjustable
system with chrome
YEARS WORK OR MORE. Excellent working
THANKS
OF
CARD
week.
work
and Hawaiian guitar
High wage*. -53-hour
conditions.
100 pound bag $9.95 15-lb. peck 45c
•
We wish to express our apprecia- microphone.
1p
Stalls.
N. 3rd
Double time all over 40 hours.
(Approx. Wt.) Le
tion to thoee in Murray who gave 500
on
We have a real buy
•ympathy and help during the ill- FOR SALE -Practically new rollVine Street.
If you want steady work with a reliable comnest arid death of Raymond Bailey. '7:Way bed, full size Mrs. W. L.
A new house on Sycamore
pany at high wages, it will pay you to investigate.
Head I SNOWY WHITE
HEAD
We thank Di Hale for his efforts, Story. 1639 Farmer Ave.
lc you should see if interested
_
contributwho
Dozen
those
thank
also
and
W
:ENTATIVE WILL INTERVIE
in a nice home in a good loA REPREfloral
i'd
head
Wife. FOR SALE Good Royal typewritofferings- -His
cation.
AND MBE AT
er Price 150 Telephone 681.
rhildrer. and Family
the
see
to
you
invite
We
Red brick„house on 14th. It has
One
CARD OF THANKS
FOR' SAI.E- Number
FOR
TEXAS SEEDLESS
heartfelt Top Hay See Walter Trevathan, everything, and is priced to
1 .h ti„ .extend my
t
M.
8" Size
sell.
neiah011
of
arid
Murray
friend,
giutheast
miles
ro
4
my
hanks
It' looking for something
Ask for Mr. Magness
Mr2lp
aith-seltr their, kindpess arid the Buchanan Road,
for an investment, see the 3-donors. of beautiful-11unit offerings
FLORIDA
SALE-An upright piano: a apartment house on corner
during my befeavnment in the loss FOlf
Bunch
solid
with
bed
Metal
ivory
You
39-inch
of Sycamore and 8th.
of my hush:eel. WrII.Hafford. I esBag
or Call Collect No. 703, Mayfield. and
Joe
deliver-Mrs.
- Will
can't build half the house for
pewits. thank Rev Richerson for springs:
ask for Mr. Magness
lp.
Rt. I. Golden pond.
his excellent- service - 1.1rs. Will Hornell.
like for you to see
d Hafford
P FOR SALE-Ten-room house and
QUARTS
softie farms on and close to
and
6th
Murray. Corner
lot
••••••-• 4•••••••••••••71,
••••••.••••
.••••,••••!
•:•••
..
lake.
the
Poplar. or would trade for farm
86 acres 2 miles west of
1
Call or write N M Jones. 92 r...erKirksey. at a -bargain.
ald: Apt. 16, Highland Park 3.
POUNDS
66 acres close to Cherry.
A4p
Mich. -phone TO-56459.
See the farm close to town
FOR SALE-12-ton ice plant and just 'off the black top. All
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner-Manager
residence on same let 'Will sell or buildings new, on R.F..A., all
U. S. Gov't. Grade "A"
lease for reason with option le uroderri conveniences. If you
in
the
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK
IP
buy For details write or see Jrio want a city-,home
Chuck Cuts
G Roberks, P. 0.•Box 142. Bard- country, we invite you to see
one.
this
Mr28c
well, Ky.
We have two farms close
Pound
dresser
One
walnut
SALEFOR,
to Midway; also two close to
one
I with large'round mirror and
Wiswell that are priced to
fluorescent light with bulbs 24 sell.
1946
12,
MCH.
FOR
REPORT
SALES
VEAL
irichea long---504 'Olive. telephone
We have vacant lots in all
Pound
ASSORTED LUNCH
FANCY SELECT, FRESH
, lc parts of town and by' the
I 251-J
Pint
No. 1 , Veals
business
some
college; also
. 481
Total head sold
&414:::m
ost
ese lloaf
VENETIAN BLINDS, Fustssm made
and business locations.
•
Old lash. & Veal Loaf
. Sur-your home. 2-in (terrible steel
80 acres close to Concord.
slats, Colonial ivory or white. Call
1 1.60
Possession at once.
'41:1rowouts
FANCY ROSE FISH
SKINLESS COD FISH
•
No. 1,3 for free estimate-- E. S
12.00-s‘
Baby
Co.
&
DiugUid
Pound
8.50- ,12.00
Fat Cows
t USE.,
HOGS

Georgiti Post Seeks I
100 Trailers to
House Vets

MONUMENTS

Hall To Be Increased Corsages, Cut Flowers
Potted Plants and
Funeral Designs
•

•

ri

I.

Wanted

F.F.A. Banquet For
Father and Son To
Be Friday Night

•

.

_

Guaranteed Foods

21'
12,-

COFFEE

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

can.L

CIGARETTES

Miscellaneous

GREEN BEANS

GREAT NORTHERN BEANS

LOOK! LOOK!

15C

For Rent

27'

CORN

14c I PEAS

12c

BREAD 2

19c CRACKERS I

16c

TOMATO JUICE 21c SPINACH No. 2
23
SPAGHETTI
SPIC and SPAN

Boggess Produce Cr:7

•

ATTENTION, BRICK MASONS

3

Lost,and Fo'und

ROLLED OATS

NEED 100 MEN

The Reniger Construction Company

REAL ESTATE
TO SELL

EN GG° MASH

13c

11c

25c DRIED PEACHES 35c
SCRATCH FEED $3.41

5.

EATING POTATOES
LETTUCE Largs:t z:

L

NATIONAL HOTEL
Saturday, March 16, until 8 p.

the price.-- 1A'outd

Murray Live Stock Company

lc CAULIFLOWER

23(

10

45

GRAPEFRUIT
CALIFORNIA
ORANGES 8-". 63`
2
YELLOW ONION SETS

9c

15c

35c

BULK LARD

The Best Market in West Kentucky

BEEF ROAST

For the Highest Prices, Sell Your Stock Here

H & G WHITING FISH

18'

I

69c

OYSTERS

caters

,5:50-. 8.00

Covi,..pt-r head

50.00-1:15.00

Tanners an4

Milk

•

•
130 to '400. pounds

.. •

1

14.3513.60 Down

!
•

666

Cold- Preparations

,LIQUID. TABLETS, SALVE, NOSE
C.
DROPS. CAUTION: t'SE ONLY
-- AS DIREC'TED
.
........................e......im...........i.i..............................4
•
_
.
.
•
1111.1.....entaas

See
The Murray Insurance
Agency

FILLETS

Pound

31c SAUSAGE

'Over Dale & Stubblefield's
Telesitome 601

•

32`

BULK PORK
Pound

•••

•

32'

33c FILLETS

NORTHERN PIKE

FILLETS

MEAT .!::`.:11

Pound

25c

e

.,1

tee

946

•

A letter from honie,to those here and far
way — from friends in -Calloway County — A
lace of good neighbors and progressive citizens

n of
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LEGION $2,500 JOB ESSAY
CONTEST TO OPEN MARCH 15

to sit
r and
and

re Inwho
gave•
Far-

WASKINGTON, D. C.—Thirteen
cash awards totaling $2,500, with a
top prize of $1,000. are being offered by The American Legion for
the best essays on "Jobs for All."
The contest opens March 15 and
closes April 30, 1945. Essays must
not exceed 3,000 Words.
• An outgrowth of The American
Legion's national employment conference, the contest is designed to
develop new ideas on the best ways
and means of achieving the Legion's
maximum employment program.
4 That program calls for 55,000,000
postwar jobs. Of these, 7,000,000
are to be created in the undeveloped fields of distribution, sales and
service.
Second prize will be $500; third,
$250; there will be five prizes of
$100 each end five more of $50
each.
Contest Roles
National American Legion Employment Chairman Lawrence J.
Fenton, of Chicago, Ill., has announetel the following contest

Adby
Robt.
1 Mc-

vers

th'St.

rules:
1. Essays must suggest how bet
the Legion's programs for maximum employment and veterans'
employment can be tarried opt.
2. Everybody except paid employes of The American Legion is
eligible to ?titer the contest.
3. Essays must be typed, doublespaced, not exceed 3.000 words, and
be submitted in quadruplicate to
Division, The
the ternployMent
American Legion, 1608 K. St., NW,
Washington 6, D. C.
4. The contest opens March 15
and closes April 30..1946.
5. Three nationally-known leaders in the employment field will
serve as judges.
6. Contestants may obtain copies
of The American Legion's program
employment and
for maximum
veterans' employment by writing
to national headquarters, 777 N.
Meridian St., Indianapolis 8, Ind.,
or to the Washington Legion office,
or to any Legion state headquarters

MURRAY STATE COLLEGE
NEEDS YOUR HELP!
Your College needs your cooperation in
this housing emergency.
•

1-I

•

Stella Homemakers
Organize March 7

ROOMS FOR SINGLE VETERANS
and
APARTMENTS FOR MARRIED
COUPLES ARE NEEDED
For,The
SPRING QUAit:FER BEGINNING
MARCH 18
•
If *au are able and willing to provide living quarters in your home for college students, please call
R. E. BROACH, Business Manager, or
A. F. YANCEY, Dean of Men

The Stella Homemakers Club was
organized in the home of Mrs.
Brent Butterworth's Thursday
afternoon, March 7, at 2 o'clock.
Mies eRachel Rowland sponsored
the meeting.
The following officers were elected: Mrs. C. C. Selman, president;
Mrs. Lynn Lawsen, vice-president;
Mrs.. Otis Wilson, secretary; Mrs.
Louis Nanney, program - conductor;
Mrs. Brent Butterworth and Mrs.
Johnnie
Walker, major
project
leaders; Mrs. Johnny Walkeieminor
project leader; Mrs. Hughy Smith,
reading chairman; Mrs. J. B. Cochran, citizenship chairman; Mrs.
Telmer' Johnson, live at home
leader.

The next meeting of the club
will be held at the home of Mrs.
Freeman Jones on April 2. All
visitors are welcome.

4-H Club Schedule

..,so don't blame your Implement Dealer!
floor filled with new implements and tractors
weeks ago. And we had planned to make
them— had told our dealers and our farmer
customers they would have new equipment
and plenty of service parts for the 1946 spring
work. And we had hoped to mil these machines at no advance in price.

5

Real Production Hod Started

9

When the war ended, our organization bent
every effort to increase production, with the
result that in the last months of 1945 machinery was being built in very substantial
quantities. Here are a few figures:

5

ODUCTION
DEC. 1943
ITEM
NOV. 1945
7,432
Tractors
7,271
2,526
Combines
2 345
3,308
Cultivators
3 482
209
982
Hay toaders_ u
6,702'
•Plows
6 165
•Elows ace made I,. ow Conson ond Chattanooga Works,
which ors not on strike January production was 7,717 plows.

5c

.7(
8`

Both your dealer and we were smcouraged by
this production picture at the turn of the
year. But the strike changed all that. As you
knosif, the CIO United Farm Equipment 8c
Metal Workers of America called a strike in
ten of our plants, on January 21, 1946.

und

What Is The Strike About?
We
'
ve are a basic issue. At the time of the
strike, Harvester employes were among the
highest paid workers in American industry.
When the strike began, the average hourly

•

12c

---es

Above are pictured 42 of the
veterans who are taking courses in
vocational agriculture at Murray
State College.

4-H'ers Have
Contests Open

Back row: left to right: Leon
Smith, James G. Wilson, Ervie R.
Schroeder, Samuel Schroeder.
Sixth row: James Hanley, Charles
Lamb, D. B. Grubbs, F. A. Brantley.*
Fifth row: Ben Todd, J. B. Moort
Orvis Fielder, Torn Padgett, Cletis
Myers, James White, Robert Whit!.

Last year's state s'inner in Kent
tucky was Earl Rhea Jean of
kuechel.
County winners were
Jefferson, Simpson,
named
in
Anderson, Bath, Boone.
Adair,
Braekenv—Q*llowsy. Camp
bell, Carlisle. Casey. Clay, Edmonson. Fayette, Fleming. Fulton,
Gallatin. Grant, 'Graves, Green,
Hart, Hickman, Jefferson, Kenton,
Lee, Livingston, Lyon, McCracken,
Marshall, Martin, Mason, Meade,
Menifee, Muhlenberg, Oldha m,
Owen, Owaley, Pendleton. Pike,
Pulaski. Russell. Shelby, Simpson,
Taylor, Trimble and Union Counties.
This is the 10th consecutive year
of the program, which is directed
by the Federal and State Extension Services. County extension
agents will furnish complete infor-

mation.

earnings in the ten plants, not including
overtime, were $1.154. If present wage proposals are adopted, this figure will become
$1.334 per hour.
When the strike began, negotiations were
broken off by the Union on the issue of compulsory union membership. The Company
has no desire to weaken the Union. It recognizes certain reasonable needs of the Union.
But the Company does oppose compulsory
unionism. It feels strongly that an employe's membership should be a matter of
his own choice.

15`

HARVESTER

Yon don't want your dollars to buy less
and less and less!
You don't want your savings to melt
away! Or the value of your life insurance
to dwindle!
Yet that is what inflation can do to all
of us. Therefore, thoughtful people
everywhere are concerned with ways to
smother it before it gets out of hand.
One major cause of inflation is a short.
age of goods when people have money
to spend for things they want.

the waç there wasn't enough
labor and materials to meet the needs
of war and still produce all the civilian
foods people wanted and could buy.
During

Therefore price controls on civilian
goods were substituted for competition
to keep prices down.
Today this country has all the labor and
materials necessary to turn out the things
people want.
Yet goods are still scarce. Store shelves
are still bare. The national pocketbook
continues to bulge. Inflation grows.

promptly to

June 3. Class work will begin on
Tuesday, and the last day to register for full load will be Wednesday. June 5, although students may
register for part credit as late as
Saturday, June 8.
The summer quarter is divided
into two terms of five and one-half
weeks each. Students may receive
credit for one term without going'
both terms. The second term of the
summer quarter begins on Thursday, July 11. Saturday, July 13,
will be the last day to register for
full load, but students will be allowed to register for part credit
Monday, July 15. The second term
of the summer quarter will close
Saturday. August 17.

PUBLIC SALE
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20
10 O'CLOCK AT THE HOME OF J. Et IRVAN
FOUR MILES WEST OF' HAZEL ON
•STATE LINE ROAD
SALE CONSISTS OF Household and Kitchen
Furniture and Farming Tools
ALSO 1938 FORD CAR
IF RAINING SALE WILL BE HELD TIM
FOLLOWING DAY

Why? Because price controls in peacetime hinder the production of goods.
Business cannot live by producing at a
loss. And so, goods that can't he made to
sell at the prices fixed by the governniciit
just don't get made.
Nor will the raising of price ceilings
solve the problem. When costs and selling
prices are subject to change at any moment by government action, production
hes to be on a day-to-day basis.
That means uncertainty ... reduced
output ... more inflation.

4
ISN'T THIS THE ANSWER?
controls on manufactured goods and production will step up
fast.
Remove price

Goods will then pour into the market
and, within a reasonable time, prices will
adjust themselves naturally — as they al.
w-ays have — in line with the real worth of
things.
Competition has never failed to produce this result.
This is the way you can get the goods
you want at prices you can afford to pay.
Please think this over. Then tell your
representatives in Congress what you believe should be done. You owe it to yourself ... and to your country's welfare.

[LET'S SMOTHER INFLATION...A postcard addressed to the National Association,
aufa(turers, 14 West 49th Street, New York 20, N. Y., will bring
of Mro
your copy of a booklet explaining in detail why price controls cause inflation.

...but that's what 1 am when
folks don't get me back
the milkman and

grocer! My job is more essential than ever these days
... delivering milk to babies,

,NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

children and industrial workers
...-. So please put me outside
for the milkman AS SOON
AS I AM EMPTY!

*

rFor a Better Tomorrow for Everybody

Ryan Milk Co. .
1

'

SUMMER QUARTER
TO OPEN JUNE 3

Let's Tackle Inflation
While We Can

BUT THERE'S A BOTTLENECK

Wages and materials are the great costs of
operating our business—together they consume all but a few cents of every dollar the
Company takes in. Wages; are obviously
going to be high—and nobody knows just
how high material costs will go.
In the face of rising costs of materials, the

Company noes not see how it can pay the
wage increases recommended by a Government fact finding board until it has definite
and satisfactory assurance from the Government that reasonable price relief will be
granted to the Company within a reasonable
period of time. This matter is of such importance that it will not be discussed here,
but will be covered by future advertisements
devoted to both prices and profits.
Speaking for our dealers and ourselves, we
can assure you that no customer is more
eager than we are to resume production. We
are doing and shall continue to do everythir.g
in our power to bring about a fair settlement
as soon as possible.

Dunn, J. D. Paschall, James Miller,
J. L. Cahoon, J. E. Garland, James
Paschall, Finis Barrow, Gus Yarbrough. Ronald Crouch.
Second row:
Johnny Garland,
Samuel Spicer, Doris Humphreys,
J. E. Lax, Gene Ed Watson, Landon Alaxender, G. W. Edmonds.
First row: Prof. E. B. Howton, J.
C. Brandon, John R. Crutcher, Harry Morton, Z. B. Russell, James L.
Hargis, Joseph Hill, and Prof. Hilton Williams.
The dog—who evidently enjoys
having his picture taken----belongs
to Mr. Howton.)
—Tile College News

That cause can be eliminated by the
production of gooas - fast — in quantity.

Material Costs and Price Relief

•

INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON, March 11—A
farm organization official testified
today 1,300 counties in the nation
do not have any general hospitals.

US.

PRODUCTION LINES.

3

1.3611 COUNTIES LACK
HOSPITAL FACILITIES

Ineentivie to achieve outstand_Hazel; 1.30 p.m. Providence.
Thursday, March 28, at 10 a.m. ing records .n 4-H dairy production are provided in the form of
—Outland.
awards, . These comprise
merit
medals to 'first and second place
S. W Quillen of Lev eguay:who
county- winners,. and *25.00
is keeping zecords son his fleck Of
Savings Bonds to eight state cham24 Barred Rock pullets, reported
the 25th Anni420 eggs in January with a profit pions. Trips. to
versary National 4-H Club Conof 812.
gress are also offered by Kraft
Foods Company to 10 sectional
winners, six of whom will be selected to 'receive the national award
of a $200.00 college scholarship.

have taken the place of

implement dealer had planned
You's
and expected to have his display

The department allocated civilians 1,385,000 tons for the coming
quarter. While this is 26.000 tons
more than was distributed under
rationing during the quarter last
year, the department explained
that on a per capita basis, the
supply will be smaller because•the
civilian population has been increased more than 8.000.000, largely by demobilization.

In converting to peacetime dairyFour-H Clubs win meet during ing. 4-H boys and girls are emthis month on the following sched- phasizing efficiency and quality
ule. Miss Rachel Rowland, .home of Milk production. This is reflecdemonstration agent, and S. V. Foy, ted in the preliminary reports' of
county agent, will attend the meet- members participating in the 1946
National 9-H Dairy 'Production
ings.
Program.
•
Monday, March 18, at 10 am.—
Fourth row: Joe McCuiston, J.
Through the program, 4-Hers re- T. Brannon, Orvis McReynolds,
Lynn Grove.
ceive
not
only
valuable
'training
Tuesday. March 19, at 10 a.m._
Harry Cain:
and profitable experience, but an
Cokiwater. 1:30 p.m. Kirksey.
Third row: J C. Dunn, J. W.
opportunity
to
win
county,
state,
Wednesday, March 20, at 10 a.m.
sectional and national recognition.
—Alm°.
Friday, March .22, at 10 a.m.— .They learn how to select foundation animals, develop a constructive
Dexter.
Monliay. March 25. at 10:00 a.m. breeding program to increase milk
p.m. Training production, balance ratjons, pro- -Pottertown; 3
vide adequaie pasturage, and keep
School.
how
They also learn
Tuesday. March 26. at 10 a.m.-- records.
Bang's disease. mastitis, *rubs and
Faxon.
Wednesday. March 27, at 10 am parasites may be controlled.

PICKET LINES

Sugar Shortage May
Continue Next Year

WASHINGTON— The Agriculture Department said that the
sugar shortage may continue into • Session To Be Divided
1947.
Into Two Terms of 5 1-2
It reported that the per capita
Weeks, Closing August 17
civilian supply during the AprilJune querte7 will be slightly smallRegistration for the first term of
er than in the corresponding quar- the summer quarter at
Murray
ter last year.
State College will be held Monday,

Mrs. D. J. Miller, president of
Penny club, was a visitor.
Those joining the club were:
Mesdames C. E. Mills, J. B. Cochran, LOuis Nanney, Hughy Smith,
Lynn Lawson, Johnnie Walker,
Erma Harding, Otis _Wilson, Freeman Johnson, Truman Johnson, C.
C. Solman,. Tillman Junes, Brent
Butterworth, and Miss
Robbie
Enoch.

You aren't getting machinery, Mr. Farmer, because...

(id

Veterans Enro I for Vocational Agriculture

...reCiliesesesures.

S

eine,
*

CPPY FADED
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rl ss ti..1
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A Plug For The Veteran
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Consolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times. and The
.Times-Herald. octal, 1928. and The West Kentockian, Jan. 17, OM.

United State Marine Corps
Recruiting Statwin
• Paducah, Ky.
The Editor:
There will be a Marine Corps
Recruiting Team in Paducah, Kr.
from the 17th of March through the
22nd
The purpose of this Recruatieg team is to Recruit Personnel for Aviation Duty "ONLY".
VN-y truly yours,
S-Sgt. Charles H. Smith.
USMC.

HEART THOUGHTS BY

L. HART
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OPA Announces
Higher Prices
• On Meats

,
War veterans show more initiative than non-vets,
eirable in town, will be sold at
MORE ON HATS
bear a &lore cordial attitivie toward supervisors and manMarch 11, 1946 auction sometime, before long. A
agement, and show marked superiority in reliability. and
W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
denounced specific
"Dear LOchie:
committee will be prospecting for
The OPA
neatness, reports a study of Columbia College, Chicago.
MRS GEORGE-HART, EDITOR
"I felt quite flattered when my a lot downtown for the Legion higher wholesale price ceilings for
comparing veteran and non-veteran traits in 175 plans.
old hat rated an item in your. col- building. meat to offset wage increases grant•
Published Every Thursday Noon at 103 North Fourth St.. Murray, Ky.
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umn last week
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packing house
ed to
displayed a decidedly more cordial attttude toward man-n-as
put you right about Unit hat. It
Entered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky. for Traturniseto
Newcomers to the community are Match 8.
Seeond Claes Matter.
fact I think it welcome . . . but when someone
has background!
agement; 27 per cent turned out better work; 50 per cent
The new ceilings became effectis distinguished by the atmosphere like Mrs. Jack London comes . . .
showed more initiative in handling unusual situations.
ive Monday.
Subscription Rater--In Calloway and Adjoining Counties,
of my business-History.
She has
' "In terms of poise. sociability, tactfulness. leadership
eve should take notice .
$2.00 a Year, In Kentucky. $2.50: Elsewhere. $3.40.
OPA has estimated that the pub$1.00 per year to Serayiee Men Anywhere.
Five or six years' ago I brought Owed her talents with the young lic will have to pay about Ile per
and courtesy, the superiority of the veteran was outstandMich
Flint,
that hat over here and Mrs. Ada peep* and has taken for her spec- cent more for meat-us a result of
-Murray Chamber of Commerce Bulletin.
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Orr made it for me. But when I ial project a group of seventh and wage boost of 16 cents an. hour.
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Just a few lines to let you know was a child Mother wore it for at eighth grad... girls to teach sewThe higher prices for packers,
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If the farmer sat down on his broken plow and re- home'.
the industry as a whole at least 45
Every thing stops for a long period of service. And I am afternoon . . girls sbe had never cente per 100 pounds of beef and
Times
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I fused to till his fields, or if he sat down on his harvesting
.
while when the mail brings it. We not sure of how many more years seen_before_
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more.
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ed.
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Jones last week . . . leaving here started.
Scouts who are from 7 to 18 years old.
Ed's Note: We will be looking for laectay afternoon and returning
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Ventura. Calif. / boys have been ckengiewith the lap have returned to Murray already. night in the Gatlin Building.
who could take a group of 4-H that "the government entirely disgirls after the. trouble we have had Thank you for your compliment to
few months ago, according to information, and found that Mrs. George Hart.
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the Salvation Army. the Red Cross
heard a little about some outdoor
get a gymnasium
friends with a group of little girls. ing with him to
and other clubs and homes took pay by the CIO. short of grain. Murray. Ky.
work with no mechanized equipfor the colored children. To date
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the boys in tor a real home "chow" short of setae butter,. lard and
ment.
the committee has not met. He
s Health In 1945
'
Kentucky
The girls'present were: Sara Dell wants to see how much money has
a •••
meal. The rails even gave the many things (swept the price. Short Dear Mrs. Hart:
This is ga very hard letter for me
Kentucky's health in 1945, according to figures re- prisoners tuckey vellit all the trim- in production of farm products. and
Those who made the trip with Story. Bettie Clare Russell, Joyce been raised, and to find out S'hat is
all but the shortest thing is the to write. Our baby girl which was Skipper Jones were: John D. Phil- Russell. -Bobbie Munson. Jenell the next step in working on the
leased by J. F. Rlackerby. State Registrar and Director of mings.
We bad two real live Christmas brains in the While House and born Feb. 19. 1946. passed away lips. Billie Joe Crass. Rupert Parks. Foy, Lochie Fay Hart, Carolyn project. He wrote me a letter sevof
Department
the Division of Vital Statistics, State
srees-,..i....ease a large tall taairi pine hundreds of the government con- Fels 24. 1946. According to iabora- Jr', Vester Orr. Jr. Jimmie Kiapp. M..eltreqk and .Marie ne Swann.
eral weeks ago, asking my support
. • • •
Ilea/lb.-was in most re:I-peer:: betterthan it had been in any
over the country.ttory,
and otaer tests her death was Bill Rowlett, and William Foy.
in the Old Mission Church yard, trolled offic
in this call meeting. I have talked
OfThe preceding war yea ' The crude death rate in 1945 antraa big fir in the park. all light- Some of_
would not know a 'caused by neglect at the institution
• • •
The current Red Cross drive is to Bre. Mullins about it. He says
, ,
was considerably lower than in .1944. with 9.7 deaths per
from a bale of'hay if where she was 'born
If she had
-whirred. white and blue lights be
there are he has talked to the authorities
At the Kick -Off Dinner for the having its troubles . .
1,000 population as compared to 10.1 per 1.000 in 1944.
and flags artete'estreamers by the they met them in the road The been born afflicted in corns' way, Girl Scout Drive Friday night in those who believe the period of ahead of him . . stita we have had
U.141.O. is 'in a middle of a mess, it would have been much easier to the Club House when 60 men and stress and strain for the Red no meeting. Miss Nadine Overall,
During the twelve months of 1945. a total oar 25.689 hundreds. • •
Presents for all the boys and Ninety per cent of the people don't bear. However what is done can't women workers gathered to re- Cross activities is - past, and are one of the leaders on the special
deaths (excluding still-births) was recorded, as against.
want war, but the 10 per cent got be undone for "God's will not ours ceive instroctions, there was one making contributions accordingly, committee, is away in school. We
an aggregate of 26,703 in the preliminary report for the everyone. wile_ were happy to be it.
and we keep hanging on to will be done."
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Geo. severe cold and maybe my dis- mand A state investigation. and I up for the occasion . .
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RED CROSS DRIVE OPENED HERE ON MARCH 1
Calloway County Quota Is $7,762.00

WE NEED $5,929.10

TO DATE WE HAVE $1,832.90
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Our Home was lost
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But the Red Cross gave it back!

tile heavy_rairgs_,
forger
the darkness and cold ... the river rising so rapidly we
.
.
had to leave our home.

-6g

.S...5011LET111Ne we'fi never

"We lost ever thing in that flood ... the house and furniture ... our clothes, et tr thing. When lou're faced w ith that,
you're desperate. We knew Po one to nicato ... We had no
money, nothing. Then—the Reti Cross came to help us.
"They took over completely.
"Clothes ... food ... shelter ... money ... they provided
everything until,they_could arrange to have our home rebuilt.
And when the baby was sick, they ftiund a good doctor to
care for her.

n.
CC
III

•

in_emergenries
soo_problan•too his for it ki-rolve
nothing too small."
That's right, there's nothing too big for the Red Cross ...
no calamity too widespread ... no picture tcx)tlack. Its sym... shelter for the homeless ...
bol means food to the hungry.
a friend to the friendless.
You are the Red Cross. It is because of you that this agency
of mercy is able to mean so many things to all men ... to do
all it does. It is because of your contribution that the Red
Cross is able to help those in need. When disasters strike ...
when great tragedies or epidemics come ... the Red Cross is
there by the side of everyone who needs it. Your gift keeps
it there.
keep Your Red Cross at Their Side.

"I guesitthere's hardly any way the Red Cross doesn't help
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Red Cross MUST CARRY ON ...
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This space is contributed by leading firms of Murray who are interested that Calloway County meet her quota in the annual Red,Cross Drive
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Murray• Wholesale Grocery

rio

Lerman Bros. 14

Ryan Milk Co.

Doran Loose Leaf Floor
Western Kentucky Stages

Taylor Implement Co.
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Murray. Hosiery Mill

Murray Marble & Granite Works

Murray Livestock Co.
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Socket
MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor
Telephone 247
FIDELIS SUNDAY SCHOOL
CLASS ENTERTAINER
Miss Nellie May Wyman, Mrs.
Lois Miller and Mrs. Curt Jones
entertained the Fidelts• --Sunday
*hoot class, with a supper recently.
Mrs. Garrett from Washington.
b. C.. gave the ,devotional. also
scene, interesting points on her
work there. ,
Bible contests were enjoyed

PLAIN
CI4AMBRY
ORIGINAL
DESIGN

I
ite ,.arnations.
Calloway comity
1 O.
ty-three members -and five Lute.: ...
Mrs. Jenkins attended Murray
county school system. Shice last
visitors were present.
• • -•
Jule - she has been connected with State College before being employthe Regional Library as boolcrno- e•d by the government. She was
MILLER-GROGAN WEDDING
transferred from Paris. Ten . to Atbile librarian.
SOLEMNIZED HERE MARCH 2
Ga., about 18 months ago
Mr Gioaail is a graduate of New lanta.
Miller of Hazel an- Concord High School and has just where she is doing secreterial
Mrs
nounces. the marriage of her daugh- recently returned from overseas work.
Chief Petty Officer Jenkins gradter. Celia. to Cleo Grogan. son of where he seeved for three and onefrom Decatur Boys High
uated
Grogan
Amerithe
famous
Qf half years with
Mr. and Mrs' B D
Schoof and imeeedieieler entered
New CencorJ The ceremony WaS cal Division.
solemnized Saturday. March 2. at I The couple will reside with the the Navy where he has served for
six yaers.
the Murray Church of Christ. groom's parents for the. present.
Alter a honeymoon in Florida.
.•• •
Tillman. Church of Christ minister.
C. P. 0. Jenkins returned to duly
officiated.
McHOOD-JENKINS WEDDING
in San Juan, Porto Rico where
The bride wore a two-piece street VOWS MADE JANUARY 30
Mrs. Jenkins will join him in the
dress of pale blue .wool. with a
The marriage of Miss Rebetc; near future. • • • *
hand-tucked blouse. Her
'site
accessories were of white feather McHood, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. alcHood. Murray. and Chief ERWIN-LANDRY MARRIAGE
carna Lions.
Officer John Allen Jenkine,
Petty
Mrs. Grogan is. a graduate of
Mrs. E. Erwin of Murray anand Mrs. E. C. Jenkins,
nounces the marriage' of her
Hazel High School and Murray son of Mr.
solemnquietly
was
Ga.
Decatur.
daughter, Rebbie, to Lt. Ray LanState College. For six years she
ized on Wednesday' evening. Jan- dry of ..Leesville. La. The wedThe
Ga.
Savanah,
nary 30. at
Aline wits solemnized ie July, of
Reverend Mare-Weersing. pastor of 1845.
Church.
Presbyterian
Oakhurst
Mrs. Landry is a graduate of
performed the ceremony before an Murray State 'College, and is at
assembly of relatives and friends present teaming in the Fort Knox
at the manse.
The bride, given in marriage by School.Li€utenant Landry, a graduate of
Mr. James B. Batley, - Atlanta, Ga.. the University a Louisiana, was
chose for the occasion a dress- commissioned in AFA at Universimaker suit of light blue wool with ty of Louisiena. and is now serving
black accessories and wore a cor- with MilitarY Government as Chion
sage of purple orchids.
nese-Japanese interpretatien
Miss Gloria Jenkins. sister of the Base -X- Manila.
•
groom and maid of honor, wore
a suit of brown and white checked AUTHORITY FOR STATE TO
wool with Li-own accessories and OPERATE SCHOOL 4131[IIR
a corsage of gardenias.
. March 8—
FRANKFORT. Ky.
Mr. E. C. Jenkins, Decatur. Ga.. Authority for the state to take over
and operate Lincoln Institute was
was his son's best maw
Mrs JeniGns. Mother of the proposed in a bill introduced by
crepe with Rep. Harry F. Walters iD -Sheleroein., %Aire
black ecceeeiries and a corsage of byville) today.
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SINKING

-KntaszY

amnia sSAMST

CHURCH
N M. Hampton. pastor

RETIFIRL NAPTIST CHURCH
(Mantuan County)
J. M. ThAna4a, Raalur

MURRAY CIRCUIT
C. A. Riggs, Pastor

CIRCUIT
H. P. Blankenship, Pastor

Till
M

First Sunday—Kirksey 11 a.m.; First Sunday—Goshen 11 a.m.;
First Sunday 2:00 p.m. Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mt.
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
School, Paul Newton, SuperintendHebron 6:30 p.m.
Second Sunday—Martins Chapel ent., Preaching at 3:00 p.m.
Seond Sunday — Coldwater 11
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
Third Sunday, Sunday School at
p.m.
a.m.; Mt. Carmel 6:30
Third Sunday—Lynn Grove 11 a.m. 10:00 a.m. Preachirei at 11:00 a.m.
11
Third Sunday—Mt. Hebron
p.m.
Goshen
rind 6:30 p.m.
a.m.; Kirksey 6:30 p.m.
Fourth Sunday—Sulpher Springs
Fourth Sunday—Mt. Carmel 11
9:45 a.m ; New Hope 11:00 a.m.;
SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.;
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
Huron Richerson, Pastor
p.m.
6:30
CHURCH
BAPTIST
Coldwater
FIRST
Fifth Sunday — Sulpher Springs
Braxton 13. Sewyer, Pastor
There is Church School at each
11 a.m.
Preaching every Sunday mornof these churches at 10 a.m. every
ing at 11:00 o'clock and on SunMiss Pollie Small, Church Sec. Sunday. Your attendance is apMiss Dorothy Brizendine, Student preciated.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH day night at 7:30 o'clock.
Robert Owen is superintendent
Secretary, Phone 75
Samuel C. McKee, Pastor
of Sunday School held every SunDewey Ragsdale, Sunday School
AlLMO CIRCUIT
day at' 10:00 o'clock.
Superintendent
,0:44 a.m. Sunday School
L. R. Putnam:Pastor
Ronald Churchill, T. U. Director
B.T.U. every eunaay might at
10:00 a.m. Miss Ella Weihing's
Mrs. Eugene Shipley, WMU Pres.
Bible Class for College Students 6:30, ClifteLMcNeely director, end
-First Sunday—Tempie Hill, Sun- 11:00 a.m. Worship Service
Morning
preaching ',Bowing B.T.U.
_ 9:30 a.m. day School 10:00 o'clock each SunPrayer meeting every Wednesday
Sunday School __
Sermon by the pastor
Inand
10:45 a.m. day; church services 11:00
Morning worship
4:30 pm. Senior High Fellowship night at 7:00 o'clock.
dependence 2:45.
Evening
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
6:45 p.m. Westminster Fellowship
Second Sunday--Russells Chapel- Wednesday, 8:00 p.m. Mid-Week 1:30 p.m. after the first and third
Training Union -____ __ 6:15 p.m.
7:30 p.m. Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each SunEvening worship
Sunday each month.
Prayer Meeting
Prayer meeting, Wed. __ 7:30 p.m. day; church services, 11:00 a.m.
Chapel.
s
Third Sunday—Brook
Sunday School 10:15 each Sunday;
CHURCR
BAPTIST
MEMORIAL
church services 11 a.m.
H. A. West, Pastor
Fourth Sunday — Temple Hill.
Church services 11:00 a.m. Bethel
9:30 am—Sunday School. Odell _Sunday School 11:00 each SunHawes, superintendent.
day, and church services 2:45 P.ma.m. --Morning worship
worship
p.m.---Evening
7:30
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
7:00 p.m.—Group Meetings
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
Tuesday
2:00 p.m.---W M S at the Church
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each
•
Wednesday
Sunday School Superin1:30 p.m.—Mel-Week Prayer -Ser- Sunday.
Dailey.
Paul
tendent,
Study
Bible
vice and
Morning Worship at 11 a.m. on
9:00 p.m.—Teachers and Officers
second and fourth Sundays each
Meeting
month.
Evening Service at 7:45 on secHAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST ond and fourth Sundays.
Training Unions each Sunday at
CHURCH
6:30 p.m. Laymad White, director.
A. G. Childers, Pastor
W 14U., G.A., It A. meets on
Wednesday following second and
Smith Pleasant Grove
Sunday School at 10.00 a.m. Hub fourth Sundays.
— •
Erwxn, superintendent.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Worship Serrire- at 11.00
W. B. Cone, Pastor
first and third Sundays.
• •'
Hazel Church
Sunday School at. 10:00 am each
SUfiday School at 10 a.m , James
14.IARAY CHURCH OF -CRILIRT E. - Underwood, superintendent. Sunday. Allen Wells, superintendSixth and Maple Streets
Worship pervice at L1:00 a.m.. ent.
'
IF YOU BAKE AT HOME —easy-to-use
Charles ('. Lancaster, Minister
Morning Worship at 11:00 a.m
iticond Sunday, and at 7.00 p.m.
. extra-fast, Fleisehmann's Fast Fleeing
Sundays.
each Sunday.
second and fourth
Dry Yeast lets you turn out delicious bread
Bible School at 9.45 a.m.
pm.
each
6:00
Training Union at
Youth Fellowship at 6:00 p.m.
... at a moment's notice!
quickly.
Worship with comniunion at
Sunday. Alfred Williams, director.
Masons Chapel
10:50 a us. and 7:00 p in.
No more being "caught short" with no
Evening Worship at 7:00 p.m.
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m, but
Monday: Devotional service in thud and fourth Sundays, and
yeast in the heuee ... no worry that weak
each Sunday.
basement of library building at 7 2:00 p.m. second Sunday. Willie
yeast might spoil dough. Fleischmann's Fast
W. U U. meets every sccond andl
clock each Monday evening.
fourth Wedneschry at 2:00 p.m.
Hieing stays freehand full-strength for weeks.
Craig, superintende nt.
Wednesday: sung practice and
B.A.'s, GA's, and Sunbeams meet
Get Fleinehnuenn's Fast Renee; Dry Yeast
Worship Service at 1100 a.m.,
music study at 6.30; prayer meet- fourth Sunday, and at 3:00 p.m. on second and fourth Wednesday
•
today. At your grocer's.
ing at 7:00 with classes for all second Sunday.
nights.
ages.
10:00 am. Sunday School. Sylvester Paschall, superintendent.
11:00 a.m. Preaching Service
6.00 p.m. B.T.U. L. D. warren,
preaching
director.
p
Service
7.00

Jani
and IV
ed fro
Mr

#61 morespoleataiovh ,

BECAUSE YEAST IS WEAK!

'

BY

lefiturch
FIRsT IHAISTIAN CHI Kull
Robert E Jarman. Minister
0.45 am. Church School. W. H.
Moser. .,uperintendent. Classes
for all age groupa.
10.55 a.m. Morning. Worsaip, sermon by the minister with special music each Sunday under
the direction at Merle T. Kesler. nunister of music
810 p.m. C Y F. Groups under
the direction of Mrs. E. L Noel.
Jr student director, and Mrs. A.
Austin
1730 pm -EVenIng 'Worship -With
sermon 'ay the minister

SiZES
II 15

B

PAR
•

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
T. H. Mullins, Jr.. Minister

GROVE BAPTIST
CHURCH
J. H. Thurman, Pastor

Second Sunday, 10:00 am Sunday School, Jas. H. Foster. SuperSunday School
intendent.. Preaching at 11 00 axe
Morning Worship
Youth Choir Rehearsal and Saturday before at 2:00 p.m
Fourth -Sunday. Sunday School
Methodist Youth Fellowat 10.00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00

9.45 a in
10_50 -a en
5 30 pm.
6.00 pm.
ship
7.00 p.m. Evening Worship
7.30 pm. Wednesday. Prayer
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
Meeting •
CHURCH
6130, pm Cone ge Vespers
J. H. Thurman. Pastor
Max B. Hurt Chairmen Board cf
Stewards
First Sunday. WOO a.m. Sunday
E. B Howten..Superintendent of School. Morgan Cunningham, SuSunday School
perintendent. Preaching at 11.00
VlarnttrieT-Seerrtary•----of- rn.
Satrircla-rbe ore
•
Sunday School
m.
Miss Lull Clayton Beale, MYF
High School CounselorCOLDWATER CHURCH OF
Mrs. W. F. Jeffrey, InTetiriediete
( IIRIST
IiitYF Counselor
Merritt Youngblood. Minister
Mrs. Rohl. Smith, Junior MY-F
Counselor
Church School each Lord's Diy
it 1000 am,
'mixt
(
HARDIN
Fours h
Preaching: Second
Henry Smith. Pastor
Sunday at 11:00 am

Murray Fashion ShO

First Sunday. Palestine. 11 a.m.
Bt. Les's tabour usarell
arid Harden '7 pro. •
"
North Twelfth Street
Stxulati Sti.:41ay, .Olive 11 a.m.
Third Sunday.' Hardin 11 an.
Sere ices are held each Sunday
and Dexter 2.30 p.m.
Fourth Sueday. Union Ridge 11 sa follows:
First, third, and fifth Sundays
M •aid Piltstine 2:40 Rm.
Quart. rly Conti.rene, March 3 pt. 10 o'clock; second and fourth
Sundays at 8 o'clock.
at H.,r,r.r, M,.h,,ritml Church

doting- goes
new liessmakericlossic bi • atatiekaarie
1.1,7gaily accented with Mexican,hot
smoo+hly•
'and wide leather belt
STERZELBACH.
by
gabardine
jof,famows
fiteskitalcilirt.f0trrol
FrC.

TURN HEADS! TURN HEARTS!
You'll turn 'em both
in this light, lovely straw by

ESCLUSIYElY At

S18.75

Real Estate For Sale!
One 124-acre farm, loaated one mile south of ProOne good 9-room frame house on Olive St. This home
us.
Two settlementii,. 20 acres in timber. This is
tern
andittford
month
per
$80
can be sub-rented for at least
priced to sell quickly at two thousand.
.
the owner living space.
One 180-acre farm located on Blood River.. and_Auit
Nice new 6-room modern home. Full basement and
furnace. Lot size 75 by 290. Garage and shop combined. TWA highway. New hbuse, two tobacco barns, stock barn,
This beautiful home is insulated and built out of seasoned two wells. This property priced to sell.
material. Owner is leaving town and is offering to sell
One 88-acre farm located 6 miles north of Pently, in
this home at_a sacrifice.
the Owens Chapel- community. The farm can be pis-One modern house, two blocks from the court square. chased at a very reasonable price.
Five rooms and bath on the _first floor. Full basement,
One 75-acre farm. Soil has been limed and phosgarage, and large lot. When you see this home you will
All settlements are in good fondition. Located
phated.
like it.
Grove, in a very fine farmitst_district. Priced
near
Lynn
e
garage,-larg
Double
house.
One nice 9-room frame
).lege. The price—oT this property
lot, located - near-Tn
One 56-acre farm, unimproved, located one mile from
reasonable from an income standpoint.
Eggners Ferry bridge. This is an ideal locaOne 10-room house. Is located one block from the lake near
s, grocery, or filling station, as well
c
tourist
for
tion
and
rooms
square. Five rooms, and bath downstairs, five
interested in property, then you
Ou-are
residence.
bath upstairs. This is a desirable piece of property. When as
land ; 3 acres of which is worth
good
acres
56
in
secure
can
you see it you will like it. Priced to sell.
price. See this one quick.
selling
the
One 6-room frame house on Olive Street." This house
97 1-2 acre farm located near Kirk:ivy. Good imis desirably located fiir the high school and the college.
27 acres in timber. Priced to sell.
provements;
in
given
be
can
Possession
This is a very desirable home.
e farm, 2-roorn house and outbuildings,
30 days.
23-acr
One
One. nice.A-room frame house located near college. fine well of water. Located one mile south of Stella.
Also garage .apartment_that can be placed in good condi- Good year round gravel road. Electric line in front of
tion with very little expense. This property is located on house. Immediate possession can be obtained, _ This is n
a large bit only two blocks from the college campus. This teal opportunity for a small farm, at. a very reasonable
property can be purchased at a very reasonable price: Pos- price — only $1,850.
session can be - obtained in 15 days from date olsale.
One 64-acre farm lotated ohe mile west of Pcnny.
One 4-room house, three-quarter basement. Two and Good gravel road, good house, fine tobacco barn, and lots
one-half acres of land, fine stock barn, one extra lot. Beau- of outbuildings. Ten acres in timberi Immediate pos_
tiful. building site or ideal location for business. Located session. Priced to sell.
near college. This property can be purchased at a real
Onefine 100-acre farm. 25 acres in timber, fine well
bargain. •.
of water, well improved: Located northwest' of Hardin.
One modern,home, five rooms and a bath, basement This is a very productive farm, and we believe if you are
and furnace. Lot 73 by 168 feet. Located on North 6th interested in a fine 100-acre farm, you will like this one.
St: This house is priced reasonable and wilJ sell quick.
. One :180-acre farm located southwest of Kirksey.One brick home on North 6th St.: full basement, Good house, tobacco barn, and stock barn. Fine well and
Ardwood floor, owner will sell at a sacrifice. See this spring water for stock. 25 acres in fine, bottom land. This
one.farm can be purchased on terms,
•
25 acres unimproved, located 4 1-2 Miles southeast of
LAND
FARM
on Concord Highway. Beautiful building site for
Murray
room.
Seven
(;rove.
10-4-acre_fai in near 'Lynn
or home. Most of this land is fine bottom land.
business
h- OuSe, one tobacco barn, 8-stall ;Vick barn.. If you ate=iri7
.0ne fine 80-aere farm located near Murray on Kigh.terested in one of the finest farms in rallowaY county,
'ay. Modern house and one of the most productive farms
you will be-interested 'in' this farm.
'alloway county.
35
One 100-acre farni, northwest of Eirlsey.
-7.
-1
One 27-acre farm located 4 miles east of Mun
5-roomti
timber,
fine
in
acres
30
oiLs
.
acres of fine bottom
newly
the
small
of
imfarms
one
and
s
improvement
purbe
can
New
farm
house, and new 8-stall stock barn. This
would like to own.
you
that
proved
bargain..
chased at a
We also have a large list of lots, both residential and
S4-are unimproved, except tobacco _barn. Located
Prices on these lots range from $275 up. We
business.
properThis
Bluff.
Pine
new
on TVA highway adjoining
few business opportunities, which we are not
have-a
securalso
ty has cOnsiderable lake frontage. Property can be
advertise; however, if you are interested in
to
permitted
price.
low
ed at_exceptionAlly
we wtfrtie.glad to discuss the property we
lot,
business
One 50-acre farm, 1 mile west of Almo Heights. Good a
with you.
offer,
to
have
be
can
farm
This
Improvements; fine well of water.
If you have property which you would like -to dispose
bought at a bargain. Possession in 30 days.
would be glad of the opportunity to 'be of service to
we
of,
One 10-acre farm located on North Highwkiy.. Fiveyou.
I room frame house. priced, to sell..

it

'Tucker & Baucum Real Estate & Insurance Agency •

S5.95

Little.ton's

Littleton's

ALWAYS Dependable— Fleischmann's Fast Rising
Dry Yeast keeps for weeks on your pantry shelf

West Main Street
Residential Phone 617

Peoples Savings Bank Building
Office Phone 122
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Oche Morris visited with Mr. and
Mrs Ted Latimere Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Latimere
Janice, small daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. sent Flood, has recover- visited Mr. and Mrs. Noah Wilson
of Fulton Sunday.
ed from chicken pox.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Morris and
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Paschall had

the following dinner guests Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Byars and Inez
Byare
J. D., son of Mr .and Mrs. Odell
Orr, has measles.
Mr. and Mts. Odie Morris were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Morris Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
were supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Maborn Key Sunday.
Fred Humphries is improved.
Inez Byars spent the latter part
of last week in the home of her
parents, Mr. and hes. D. B. Byars.
Mrs. J. P. Wicker and Mrs. M.
V. Wicker shopped to Paducah
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vohn visited
with Mr. and Mrs. Brent Flood
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norten Foster visited Mr and Mrs. James Hester Foster Saturday.
James Hester Foster and two
sons have measles—Blue Bird

By Mrs. Sara Smathermaa

Oury s Pointer Wins
Again

Blood River News

S. Pleasant Grove

Mr. and Mrs. Ebb Lassiter are
the pareuts ,of a daughter.

I_James Rupert Lassiter and Mrs.
"Harmony le Room Combina- I.Thomas Parker, East Side; Mrs.
tions" was the subject of a 'train- Norris Osby and Mrs. Bob Maupin,
ing meeting for project leaders of Liberty; Mrs. Gordon Crouch and
Wednesday, Mrs. Palmer Butterworth, Lynn
Homemakers Clubs
March 6, in Muiray. The lesson Grove; Mrs. J. A. Outland and Mrs.
was given by Miss Venice Love- Pierce McDougal, Pottertown; Mrs.
lady, home furnishings specialist 011ie Brown and Mrs. R. M. PolMiss
of the University of Kentucky, lard, West Murray; and
Fine dogs from Nashville, Mem- and will in turn be given by Rachel Howland, home demonstraphis, Union City, Paducah_ and the leaders at the March meeting tion agent.
other nearby towns were in the
1••••=.01•1.04•111•4•MIDa.•••1•4•1..11.0.1•0411•0.11MOWIMPOIm••••••.•=1•0411•4.••...•••••=•••••..”..••••././.
trials.
Mr. Oufses dogs have won numerous trial events in Kentucky
and Tennessee and Oury has for
many years promoted the breeding
Five-room brick house on South Sixth Street; furnace
of higher class bird dogs in Calloheat with stoker; wired for electric stove; large living
way county.
room, nice bath room; large lot; big back porch; beautiful shrubbery, and rock garden.

"Wahoos Pilot Enchantment", 2year-old pointer, owned by J. R.
Oury. Murray, won second place
in the Amateur All-Age Stake class
of the West Tennessee Pointer end
Setter Club field trials at Milan,
Tenn., Saturday, March 9.

Mr. and Mrs. Kellie Wisehart of
Mrs. Qvis Smith and mother, Mrs.
Murray have gone to Detroit.
Olie Steele Nesbitt, have moved to
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell received
the Mrs. Allie Lassiter apartment
in Murray. Mrs. Nesbitt, though a word the past week that her little
busy woman, formed the habit granddaughter, Barbara Kay Wilyears ago of each day reading her son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. OrBible before other reading which vis Wilson of Highland Park, Mich.,
is worthy of mention. The writer narrowly escaped death when she
was a former neighbor of these and another smaller girl were
crossing Gerald and John It. avegood women.
nues ran inte a passing car. Police
Lucian Gupton is recuperating
rushed them to a hospital. The
nicely at his home from an apWilson child was bruised while
pendix operation.
the other child reecived menor lacplennot
so
measles
are:
Cases of
erations about the head._
tiful in this vicinity as a few
Mrs. Orvis Wilson was surprised
weeks ago.
the past week when her husband,
We understand Milstead James Cpl. Wilson, returned home from
has reenhsted in service.
the Army.
Mrs. Lanis Mitchell of Highland
Patricia, little daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Toy Brandon, and Mrs. Park, Mich., is on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Lassiter have
Duncan Ellis have lately been on
Feel fit — get more pep—be
moved to the farm where Mr. and
he sick list.
Speaking of candy for the baby
robust and full of energy —
Bro. Childers will fiR his regular Mrs. Grady Stubblefield resided. —a condition brought on by sugarappointment at Pleasant Grove Mr. and Mrs. Stubblefield reside deficiency in baby pigs is now
enjoy life.
causing los:ice for many swine
next Sunday at 11 a.m, preceded near the Concord highway.
Clay, Jesse, Aylon and Mason raisers, according to a report issued
by the Church School.
GET NEW VIGOR
By Mrs. A. L. Bazzell
Let us not forget the Bible admo- McClure, Bernice Wisehart Decy this week by the American VeterNATURE'S WAY
nition that we must be horn again Mitchell and Rainey Lovins went enary Medical association.
Mr. and Mrs. Rote. L. Bazzell,
signing a card does not the lake-fishing Saturday. Mr. and
The condition, known as "baby
If you are fighting colds. neuritis, -Mrs. Luther McClain, edes. Cleatus and that
give us salvation. "By' grate - are Mrs. Aylen McClure were supper pig disease" causes newborn pigs
headaches, poor circulation, ar- Cooper and daughter spent Saturguests
of
Jesse
McClure
and
Anthat
and
he
we saved through faith
to shiver and shake, makes their
thritis, rheumatism, nervousness, day with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wil- believeth on Jesus hath the wit- nie Willis. Fish and turnip greens
hair stand on end, causes them to
was
food
for
the
occasion.
high blood pressure, or any of the ford and daughter.
The joy of salvation).
ness.quit nursing, and results in death
Luther Easley and daughter,
Hatten Lewis of Pacheeah went
other common aliments, make a ted
Aunt Vie Mier is visiting her
within 48 hours, the report states.
Bernice, are improving.
Ark.,
the past week Other symptoms include a desiie
daughter, Mrs. Hanzy Paschall, and to Little Rock,
of Vapo-Path.
.• : Bro. and Mrs. Merritt Youngto move a truck load of goods.
Mr. Paschall of Hazel.
to burrow eader the bedding, reblood and daughter visited Mr. and
Prince, small son of Mr. and
Noah Paschall, who passed away
fusal to mingle with the rest of
Mrs. Edison Hopkins Sunday.
last Thursday, with his parents', Mrs. George Green, was a patient the litter, and a "crying" type of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Smith,
Hours 10 - 5 by appointment
the late Frank Paschall and wife, in the Clinic last week.
squeal which is said to be characMrs. Esther Smith, and Mrs.' Ida
Miss Eloise Bucy suffered a ner- teristic of the disease.
the latter Ann Adams. formerly
—Monday through Friday
Cochran and Ruth and others were
vous
breakiewn
and
was
put
to
lived in this vicinity. He, too, was
Baby pig disease is not caused
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
a good citizen. Leonard Paschall sleep ter 48 hours at the Clinic the by any specific germ, according to
Connie Mills.
is a borther. In behalf of friends past week.
'
. comthe Veterinary association's
Mr and Mrs. Revel Haneline and
Bud Todd, who spent the winter mittee on swine diseases. Howsympathy is extended to all those
daughter, Mr and Mrs. Robt. L.
at Oakland, returned home last ever, post-rncrtems show • that the
whose hearts are sorely touched.
Bazzell, Mr. and Mrs. Luther McFRANCES BRADLEY Manager
Polk Tyler and Paul:Grogan and week and is at his daughter's, Mrs. pigs' blood ,is -„elmost wholly deClain, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilford
a Mr. Outland were the three in- ,Daisy
ficient in sugar. If a veterinarian
and daughter spent Sunday with
1110 West Main St.
Murray,
Phone 40-J
—Ole Maid
ductees who left' Murray March 6
is able to treat the pigs when first
Mr. and Mrs Dude Breckinridge
to be service men for their counsymptoms of the disease appear.
of Mayfield.
try. As usual the writer was at
most of them can be saved by inMr. and Mrs. Boyd Carter and
the bus station to give gospels of
jections of .1 special glucose-sugar
Sunsons, and Doris Adams were
John from South Pleasant Grove
The farmers in this neighborhood solution under tile- skid, or into the
day visitors of Mr. and Mrs. JenChurch School to the boys leaving have been quite busy the past few peritoneal cavity, the report states.
nings Turner and family. Mr. and
for induction.
weeks burning their plant beds, Use ol baby pig hovers, to keep the
Mrs. Lyman Dixon visited in the
•
sawing stovewood and getting their newborn animals warm, are also
Turner home during the afternoon.
preyentive
recommendee as a
early gardens started.
Friday night callers of Mrs. MatWe have had quite an epi- measure against this and other
tie Jones and mother and Lo4
demic of measles through this sec- babeepigedieeaiiies.were. Mr. end' ?Es. George Elliott,
family
Jones
and
Mrs.
Alice
tion, and very few are left who
Mr. and Mrs. Ilazel Elhott and
,• • •
have escaped so far. Dorothy Hurt ously injuring an ankle.
•
Mrs. Florence Hopkins .all of May- have moved to Murray.
Mrs. Agnes McLeod Stephens of and Lyda Grey Houser are the
Miss Hilda Mae Rule spent a few
field.
visiting
is
Tenn.,
Nashville.
near
most recent cares reported.
days list week with he. sister Mrs.
Mr. and ,Mrs. Noble Wilkerson's
John McLeod and
Mrs. Ina_ Riley and children, Artelle Smith near Benton. Miss
children have whooping cough and her mother. Mrs.
Nell.
daughter. Miss May
Tommie and Jule have had German Rule plans to enter college at Murmeasles.
Mrs. R. R. Hicks was in Murray measles.
ray State soon.
Sunday visitors of Mrs. Mattie
Jeff Riley has returned to DeDorys Edwards_ spent last week'Jones were Mr. and Mrs. Will Ma- Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford troit after spending a few days end with friends in Almo ,and
_rine, Mavis Janet Rollins. George
tble Houston-McDevitt with his perents. Mr. and Mrs. Hol- Hickory Grove communities..
Marine and Maud, Mr, and Mrs. were in
to visit Mrs. Grace lie Riley.
Haley Hudspeth, Army, is home
Albert Paschall of Paducah. After. _Clinic Sunday
there for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Newsome have on,furlough.
neon callers included Mrs. Mildred Wilson who is
Mrs.
McLeod.
Nell
May
Miss
returned to Detroit after spending
Mr. and Mrs. Carlot Alexander
Adams, Boyd Rushing, Mr. and
Outland and their sister, several days with homefolks.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Burgess Marine and daughter, Leonard
Mrs. Hatten Stephen of Water
Mrs. 'Tient Chambers has gone to Curt Newsome.
Mrs. Boyd Carter,
Town, Tenn, spent Tuesday in Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. B. V. Newsome
e,
Murray visiting friends.
Mrs. Ada Newsome is on the sick who have been in Detebit for some
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford list.
SEND EASTER GREETINGS
time arrived home Sunday night.
attended church services in Mar10 SOLDIERS EARLY
Miss. Hilda Rule spent Sunday
Mrs. Euel Smith suffered a pain__—
shall county Sunday.,
ful accident a few days ago when with her sister Mrs. Rex Humphill.
Hill
is
Miss Anna
WASHINGTON, Mareh 11—
titter Woes.turned with her seri- reys.
Mrs. Muncie Steely is confined to
Friends and relatiwee of soldiers
•
still overseas were urged ley the her bed with measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall Hicks and
War Department „today to mail
Easter greetings irAtnediately. The daughtet and Mr. and Mrs. Rogers
c)e_peetment said it eeeeieces a large of Murray attended church services
here Sunday nriefit
volume of mail between now an
Mrs. H. I. Neely, Mrs. 0. B
Easter Sunday, April 21
When you want something done you look for
Turnbow, Miss Eva Perry, Hazel,
Mrs. Mande White and heerseguest.
the expert who knows how to do it. So when
Mrs. Clara Garrett of Betts, Term..
you want your clothes cleaned you bring them
were guests of Rev. and Mrs. J. H.
We are experts in the cleaning busito us.
Thurman Monday,
ness.
Capt. Sam Bruce Jones attended
church* services here Sunday.
- Mrs. Minnie Bray Neale of near
due to colds Paris spent several days last week
Lit ,ligtta Vkks Vapoleub melt on with hr daughter. Mrs. Fred Bray.
the tongue. Works fine, to soothe sore md Mrs. )3ob Bray.
throat due to colds and helps relieve
H. I. Neely and A. L. Platt were
Irritation in upper breathing passages.
in Murray Monday.
To Ease Spasmsof Coughing:- WINS Of Nagel Met Friday
rut a good spoonful of Vapoffub in a The Women's Missionary Society
bowl of boiliug water. Wonderful relief
ePturch met
comes as you breathe in the steaming of the Hrrzel Dentist
medicinal vapors that penetrate to Friday in observance of the Week
uoid-congested upper breathing pas- of Prayer. There were 14 members
sages ... soothes the irritation, quiets present.
.
fits of coughing, helps clear head.
Mrs. Napolian Parker was in
For Addsd Relef, rah VapoRub on charge of the prograni. Devotionthroat, chest, back. Let its famous al was given by Mrs. Maggie Rusdouble-action keep v
sell; prayer by Mrs. George Jones.
on woiking for
Following the program, an offer.
VA c. ft
Take your cue from new home builders
bourses youslacp.
ing was taken for Home Missions.
who are getting all their wall paper from
////
,
,
994%

JUST LIKE
YOU'RE

Ofe

IT'S DONE IN
BATH WAY

THE

FOR SALE

Candy For The Baby
And Pigs, Too!

SHOWN BY APPOINTMENT
POSSESSION IN

RENTAL AND REAL ESTATE SALES
C. W. RHODES
A. L. RHODES
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Telephone 249
J. M. MARSHALL, Hazel, Kentucky

or see

•
NORGE Appliances.
MOTOROLA and FARNSWORTH
Radios.
IRON FIREMAN Stokers.
NEON SIGNS... Sales and Service.
WIRING and El-ECTRICAL Installation
We Service All Electrical Appliances

CLASS VAPO-PATH BATHS

Ky.

Kirksey, Route 1

ELECTRIC SERVICE CO,

is

UI
n,

in

a-

lI

:At
th

m-

I

of
ft

349
Nam,

picad

BROADBENT'S
uit and
"DOUBLE EXTRA" HYBRID SEED CORN
• Broadbent's hybrids placed first in many
county production contests last year.
• Broadberrt's extra yield — extra profit
hybrids are the best for you, too.
• White and yellow hybrid seed corn are processed in different plants to prevent color
mixtures.
•Let Broadbent's "Double Extra" hybrids help
you make more money in 1946 with more
bushels per acre.
Buy Broadbent's hybrid seed corn from

ROSS FEED COMPANY,Murray

SORE
THROAT

One Trial and You Will Be
Convinced
•

itt.

PHONE

605 MAIN ST

HAZEL NEWS

0-

30 DAYS

A. L. RHODES

Coldwater News

•

of the Homemakers Clubs
The leaders present were Mrs.

Homemakers Training
Program Held

SUPERIOR,
Laundry and Cleaners

ell
in.
,re

Irr

Long Distance
Lines Are
Busier Than Ever

Telephone 44

al

iYYVY)Vt9/99A49,4

us — and give your old rooms new fife and
Ltd

lid

EACH REPAIR OR INSTALLATION

of
01.
1.
;.1)-

JOB IS GIVEN OUR UTMOST
ATTENTION

13/S

MED

Ay.
88-

We appreciate the business that has come our way since our opening. It is now possible to serve you even better than before. Our stock
of repair parts and accessories is larger and includes valves, commode
seats, lavatories, some electric water heaters, laundry stoves, kitchen
sinks.

nd
Vu
tut

in

All Repair Jobs Appreciated

We

beauty with your choice of our lovely patterns.

Our stamp on the wall paper you

buy is a hallmark of quality which endures.
More

HUGHES PAINT AND
WALLPAPER
CO.

SEE US FOR YOUR PLUMBING NEEDS

Scott Fitts

1100 W.Poplar

Tel 629

are being installed in many
places and hundreds of young women
are being employed and trained as op•

ibleitchboardg

erators to help

It's a big job and will take time. Until
the Job is done we will continue to nee4I
your help when circuits are nver-Inarled
111 using the service only for necessary
calls. Your continued

2

'

you'll

CARDUI
.,,

4•smunaimmaimmr•

/// //Ar/////te

4
•
•

COPY FADED
A
•

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Incorporated

L'LL
I

+7,r

cooperation is ap•

predated.

••

1//// ///////// /W/X/I7AW//.0 /// //AWAY',/,'
,
/////////4
,
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441///////////4"////////// ./%7W////,

meet the increasing de-

mand for more long distance service.

Started 3 days before -your time'''. it
should help relieve
leen eve to purely functional periodic causes.

R. C. Chandler

mai; long

mites of new long distance circuito are
being added—additional king (balance

0, come.

Try Cardol. If It helps,
be glad you did

making

We are doing everything possible to expand facilities. This year thousands of

How women oil(' girls
may get wanted relief

FITTS & CHANDLER

are

your calls.

Cardui Is a liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relief
frrim the cramp-like agony and nervous strain of functional perlodie
distress. Here's how It may help:
Taken like a tonic.
& It ehould stimuista
appetite, aid digestIon.• thus help build resistance for the -time"

to

people

distance telephone calls than ever and
you may experience delas on some of

from functional periodic pain

WE ARE QUALIFIED TO REPAIR WELL PUMPS

:y

$8.88 Crate Berry Ceiling
InMcCracken County Is
Promised by OPA
---Thf• Office of Price Admtnistradon has promised the McCracken
County Strawberry Growers Association thet the eeeeiling prjee on
strawberries this year will be
$6.88 a crate.
The ceiling rate was $7.90 a crate
during the west Kentucky strawberry harvest in 1945.
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Stilwell Advocates'
Military Training

' "If you are under 60 yeers of Mixture two weeks ago. Some of
a hich occurs often the contrite's:age. in good health, financially in- my neighboes ask me what about
ment ,of such period of une m pliodependent, end respected in your it. Most all news in it was from
•
ment; he oill continue to be elig- I
community; if you have had some the East side. Evidently some other
column 4s published week- Hide tor allouances 'during such ill- •
[
SAN FRANCISCO, March 11-:.
experience with childsen, have sin- letter got mixed up with Flint. I
Thisly through the cooperation of this ness or disability, providing he fulW. Stilwell today
cere interest in them ,and love in got a little satisfaction out of it. General Joseph
paper. Questions should be Mailed fills.
not the only advocated "real universal military
am
I
reeligibiltlY
realized
I
As
remaining
come
the
share.-please
to
Repheart
your
Employment
Veheans
ni the
quirementa and subject to the
training- for the youth of peacethat makes mistakes.
of the United States duration abd amounts to uhich he
tat
re
There has been a critital short- to our local Child Welfare Office, one
America.
time
the
of
floor
the
3rd
Rev. H. A. West. pastor of
(Employment Service. Mayfield, Ky. is entitled. You should request age of substitute parents, accord- located on the
Princeton, Memorial Baptist Church at Murthis. I don't mean some so,..
"By
CourdHouse,
- -1
County
Simpson,
e
Cornlo.
m
Belle
'n
to
Miss
Mary
from
nting
t
forms
mlep.m
Q. I am interested in on-the-job
added "Vinegar Joe."
Child
the
and
substitute,"
789,
Sunday
Flint
at
Ky.--Telephone
preached
ray
Princeton.
colon:1,10n,
court
House
!across the floor and sank the game-1
welfare
child
worker.
nensation
training for Store Manager- Where
by ribbons or decorathe
explain
Unadorned
will
Worker
Welfare
afternoon.
be.
1 winning beauty-43-42.
This condition was apparent
May field.''KY.
I can my employer get information
tions and wearing only gold service
Child Welfare Program more in de' The first quarter was all Tilgh-1 concerning the training program. i The Vetet-ans Employment Rep- fore the war'and during the war.
stripes on the left sleeve of his
,tail. You can then decide whether
man 'as the Tornado scored 14 to and the steps to be taken in get- 1 resentative will be in the Court It is apparent now in the after war
you really want to assume the,
of Bullitt battle jacket, the hero of the Burn'
period.
Whitehouse.
Monday
Charles
every
Ky..
Murray.
Illittise.
t
didn't
Redmen
The
5
j Brewers'
bit the Ian approved'
very *al and necessary task of county marketed 24,090 pounds of ma campaign expressed his views
in the first frame i 4. Tour employer may request rorning.
Substitute parents are urgently
ririg-i -frelki-r
Si-o
eidr-bY Jewell I make a field goal
substitute parents."
being
tobacco from eight acres, or an in a press conference as he took
•
back to cut the
needed for the temporary care of
aid from the Foiled Staie-s Employ- i
Palmer in the last 15 seconds of i but they came
yield of 3.011 pounds per over command of the re-activated
average
at halftime. Los. merit Service. The United states1
babies. pre-school and school age
the'game: Brewers defeated Tilgh- i margin to 10-15
Sixth Army.
acre.
Dinning's
drive.
not
are
children
their
of
These
some
children.
ing
,
to
prepared
Employment Service is
man High ut Paducah 43-42 and
a 32-29
to
board
on
A
weekly
holding
were
for•adoption.
boys
free
4••••116"
•
formulat40.4.•••••••.••••...m.
.sist your employer
aa
won the First Regional Champion.
the three quarter mark.
rate is paid for their care, and
Mg a training schedule on his re- t
ship here Friday night. March 8, , lead at
are
Burks
Amos
at
Mrs.
18.
and
March
Mr.
Monday.
and
incidental
medical,
clothing.
Jimmy Lansden led Tilghman's Wiest. Your employer may Mart PenhY•
before a csowd of 2300 madly
•
grandma and grandpa. They drove
home of Mrs. Don- costs are provided also.
scoring with 14 points while Homer request aid from George W. Huber, 10 a.m, in the
.cheering spectators,
For the majority of children, a to North Carolina two weeks ago
for' the evening !. Tilghman Trade School, Paducah. ruetiValdrop.
tops
Was
AdItch
and
White
Blue
Tilghman's
see their grandson, Thomas
Liberty, Wednesday, March 20. at substitute home with an interested to
nine of which were free i Ky.
ou should file Form No, 195
cagers led throughout the game with 15,
of Mrs. Fins family, is the best possible tem- Layne Starks. son of Lt. and Mrs.
..
hom
the
in
p.m.
2
Representa-1
with Mr. Hale. contact
Until the final two minutes when tomes.
Mr. Burks reporary living arrangement. It is Louis G. Starks.
players, 1 Use, Basement Post Mike, May- 'Outland.
valuable
most
The
Homer Adlich's two free-throws
21, hard for any child to leave his turned after a few days visit. and
the coaches for each of I field. l.',. at the earliest date polo- 1 Puttertown. Thursday. March
by
chosen
and Palmer's crip put Brewers'
the home of Mrs. own home regardless of the cir- Mrs. Burks came home last week.
four teams in the -tournament I itile since your subsistence pay may 1 at 10 a m. in
Redmen ahead 38-37. Jimmy Stew- the
Mr. and Mrs. Lock Hargrove
cumstances. If he can find a hapJohnson, I be retroactive to the date you file I Clayburn MeCuiston.
Brewers:
Adlish.
were:
art. Paducah sub. sank a long one
March 22. at py relationship with substitute pa- went to _North Carolina last week
Friday.
Side.
East
employed.
.
and
now
Sedalia:
are
you
if
Dobsoo.
form
this
a crip to give the Clinton:
i
and Yard Cairns
1:30 p.m. iin the home of Mts. Ru- rents during this period, he can to take their granddaughter home
Stewart, Tilghman.
i Q Since 1 filed my claim for
Tornado a 41-38 advantage. Bar- Charlie
. 1..iiiSlter.
per
grow toward a more positive fu- and to make a visit with their
- - - -• - - • ' t
ca
" o readjustiftWit-altoWan-M- 1- beme-I
'
neY
daughter, Mrs. 0. B. Irvan, and
The •lineups:
adjustment for himself.
ture
I ill and had to go to the hospital.
one . for Brewers and Was fouled
Crawford
St is not an easy task to love and Mr. Irvan.
Joan
• GARDEN SEED
Millatsit,
Ray
• FIELD SEED
Unemploy-1.
G
Tuiluaaa ail can I diaw any.
Pot.
• -on the play. He mutts the toss Brewers 43
Mrs. Bessie Taylor of Nashville
care for children on a temporary
Awards
F
C. Stewart 5 iment Compensation while I am in, Win Screen
her.
with
week
good and Tarry's Redmen tied the ' Adlich 15
the
spending
is
parents say,
Substitine
Milland basis.
i HOLLYWOOD-- Ray
Curtis 4 i the Hospital'
F
Palmer 9
Hopkins, and
score '41-41 with a minute to go.
re- hoWever. thet there is great satis- daughter. Mrs. Noble
Murray, Kentui Sy
Lansden 14 1 A. Yes. If a Veteran meets the i and Joan Crawford were the
C
Jimmy Lansden, Tilghman cen- i Owens 4
Hopkins and family.
Mr.
help
can
they
knowini
in
faction
Academy
the
of
week
eipients last
files
and
requirements
10
Nall
eligibility
G
6
Telephone 101
Creason
make
to
visited
110 North Third Street
ter, se:ored a. free-throw
Guthrie Gilbert. Paducah,
and Sci- a child when he needs help and
Dickson 4 one or more Claims, and thereafter of Motion Picture Arts
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Awards for the best per"You Never Pay More At Ross Feed Store"
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Miss Simpson is quoted:
4 work,. due to illness or disability in 1945.
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Palmer. Brewers fortvard, tore 1, Goodman, J Stewart 2,

Brewers Wins Over
Tilolman Five 43-42

Critical Shortage L
Ut u slue
Parents

Veterans' Corner.

_Palmer Scores In
Final 15 Seconds
for Title
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FEDERAL FERTILIZER
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A Quality Fertilizer for every Farm Need
WE DELIVER
Vigoro, Ammonium
Soda,
Nitrate of
Nitrate
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ROSS FEED COMPANY

DIRECTORY AND BUSINESS DIGEST
SEE
The MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
— For

• Automobile, Casualty, Fire Insurance
and Bonding
Also ALL KINDS OF REAL ESTATE
Offices Over Dale a: Stu1.11ef11.1.1 Drug Store
PHONE t;lil

/14

THIS DIRECTORY is pubCOMPANY lished for your information,
—Buyers and Sellers—
through the courtesy of the
firms whose advertisements
ALL KINDS OF
SEEDS
'QUALITY FIELD
appear on this page.

PARKER

SEED

If you are interested in any kind of
REAL ESTATE or INSURANCE

•

for ...used Cleaning
THEY WILL APPRECIATE
•
YOUR PATRONAGE
NEW LOCA1 ION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Local Church to Be
Telephone 665

host to

Sunday
Mar. 19
Meet
School

Building Blocks
CONCRETE

SALES and SERVICE

Any quantity. We
Deliver

in MURRAY EACH FRIDAY

The Southwestern Regional Sun lay, School Convention is to meet
.t the First Baptist Church in
Murray on March 19 for its annual
•:ession. Rev. B. B. Sawyer is the
sold, pastor 1-ind Rev George W
Phillips' of Paducah is the president.
Dr R Paid Caudill, pastor of the
First Baptist Church in M.•mphis
Tenn. is the speaker for thi 44:30
.rn, and the evening hours. Mr
Jesse Daniel of the BaptiSt Sunday
Nashville. Tenn..
School ,Board,
will also speak and lead some conferences. Several of the State Sun-

and
CINDER

ROSS FEED CO.
MI Heti' It i

[.Phone

Write or Call

liol

North Third St.

RALPH E. THOMAS
'MAY FIELD, KY.

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING

1,st kr.sw
Ir ;es.
termites are secretly damagIng
your property. we invite you to
take advantage of our free
TERMINIX Inspection Service.

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large Injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
•First Line Tubes

Prescriptions A
Specialty
It

Furches Jewelry
Watches
Diamonds
Gifts

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
HALE SERVICE
STATION

Phone 262

East itiglrway

INSPECTIO S F E

EXPERT WATCH and
CLOCK REPAIR
East Side Square

If It's . ..
Building
Repair Work
Cabinets

/

*kid

Painting and
Decorating

PLUMBING

..;

SUPPLIES
•
BUILDINC & FARM
HARDWARE

You Need
Call

BOONE'S
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Save

10 to

20%

On Cash and Carry on
both Laundry and
Cleaning

L

C. M. CATHEY

A. B. Beale & Son
Est, 1897

SUPERIOR

367-J
201 North 12th St

Murray, Ky.

LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44

s

Wallh Drug
WE HAVE IT - WE WILL GET IT
- OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

WE DELIVER

14
/

The Ledger & Times
"Kentucky's

Leading Weekly Newspaper"

TUCKER & BAUCUM

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD

Real Estate and Insurance Agency

Make Reservations Early At

14
/

'he program.
The sessions are to begin at
000 a m 1 -00 pm.. and 7.30 p.m.
Af- lelaYfield onHdarch 20 there is
to be a Regional Vacation Bible
School Clinic for the area west of
the Tennessee River. This pro- 1
cram will start at 10:00 a m and i
sill close the middle of the after- I
time out at nOon for
uneh. 'Mr. Jesse Daniel and the
Sone workers will be in charge of
•
Ss meeting

ra:
tei

Office Phone
122

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.
South Side
Square
•

Call

•

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

Residence Phone
617

MI

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Cr
le
H.
H.
Fr
Es

MODERN FUNERAL SERVICE

Groceries
Fresh. Fruits
Vegetables
Meats

AMBULANCE SERVICE

DAILEY FUNERAL HOME

Phone 375

PAUL DAILEY

FRANCES DAILEY

HAZEL, KENTUCKY

Murray Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies
Ready to Wear

8

Lady Assistant

Grocery
Hatchett's
1214 Hest Main

Murray Route V
Miss Norma Sue Simmons. James
:.ee Harmon and Mitchell Storn
sad to Miss the last week of school
neseause of measles.

Phones 25 and 31

54
#111MIIMMIN1.1m.

di

elta Gail Nesbitt h.,; had
',wastes. .
Mr and Mrs Ray Hughes and
i'alsy arid Mr. arid Mrs. j.ogan
Harmon wer.• recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs Dave Harmon.
Mr. and Mrs. Norbert Wilkerson
and children spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Giles and
family.
Miss Virginia Futrell of Paducah
and Miss Mary Alice Winchester
were week-end guests of Mr and
Mrs. Starkey Futrell.
- Froetal
B. and. Mrs.
of Terre Haute.- Ind.. visited Mr
sod Mrs. 'CInvia Grubbs .and Mrs
May Grubbs. Wednesday;
Mrs Luctile • Hart, Mrs. Mettle
'St. John. Mrs. Ruby St. John and
baby. Mrs Clifford, Mrs. Flange
Miller and Misses .Era and Vera
ThIler were Thursday dinrfer guests
of Mrs. Zelna 'Farris.
Mr' Katie Miller and flaughter
visited Mrs. Bess Lanvin... Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. SaIrre3ri and
sons Visited Mr. and Mrs Geo. So!.
•
themover the week-end.
Mr and :Ars. J. W. Salmon and
George Linyjne were. in Paris
Saturday to see? Mrs. MTV Taylor
szi
McSwain's Clinic.

.i........................................
• HEADQUARTERS FOR ''
Standard Parts for All Carat

Murray'Auto Parts
W. F. Miller

R. L. Say

lie

•

Telephone 64
We Deliver

.A

DR. WALTER F. BAKER
Chiropractor

Phone 307-W

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

Br
M
lo
Sy
Hi

Phone 456

Murray,' Ky

518 West Main Street

Telephone
16................
.r.ir.
,...........J.,_,....„.........ii

lv
lv

Si

BANK OF MURRAY BUILDING

WEST'S
Ready to Wear
Dry Goods
I
Notions
Men's Work Clothes

Telephone 780-J

DIAMOND TAXI

PHONE 403

CONSIDER the BENEFITS OFFERED

Telephone 232

West Side Square

By a Reliable Insurance Program
See

TAXI
SERVICE
• Experienced Drivers

PAUL GARGUS

• Courteous Treatment

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.

Kentucky Central
Life Ins. Co.
•

• Safe Cars
• Prompt Service

C. L. MILLER, Agent

AGENT

14
/

OFFICE

Phone 254

11111a•mmonommimmr.
a

.11•••••••••••••••

AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE

IN & HOLTON
FRAZEE, MELUG
.
INSURANCE AGENTS

The -'Old Reliable

•

FIRE -.:-:4-...i:&sualty

Automobile

1.38
TAXI

1
'1

MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Home Phone 295-M

Telephone 331
Murray,

Gatlin Building
Kentucky

IC

Doea Make a Difference Who Writes Your insurance"
(

544mr.r.

r" •
^

6

•

fr

44

In Marshall county( 54.500 pine
snd 10.700 locust seedlings are
being set on eroded land

5
.

4 BROOKS BUS LINE
'

PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK BUILDING

d-y

er-S71
Tetephon'

Wu-irk-Street

1Te

BY

See

We Are Headquarters

ELECTROLUX CLEANER AND
AIR PURIFIER

TRAVEL TO DETROIT

41

7.!!2!....

